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Seventeen years of glory has elapsed since the establishment of
Prasadi Academy and it has become able to make the trademark
of excellence in education. The incessant effort of teachers and
staff has driven this institution to achieve its goal by inculcating
the  students, which is the demand and desire of parents, society
and nation. While meeting the degree of excellence different
hurdles are sure to occur but this year it occurred differently which
did not leave Prasadi alone. We happened to meet irreparable
loss of our student named Bikey Shrestha and some important
structures as well as documents. In very short period of we had to
recover the losses which were urgent. We did not lose our resilience
and got dedicated to our duty and responsibility of providing
students with quality education without any care and anxiety. To
boost the confidence of students and parents/guardians, we
constructed zero floor class rooms and commenced classes without
any delay.

Now, I am glad to come with the voices of students in the ‘Souvenir
2072’ by overcoming the nightmarish moments caused by the
natural calamity i.e. 25 April Earthquake. This souvenir has become
a platform which encompasses the literary as well as ingenious
creations. Students are the storehouse of knowledge and
imagination which are rarely emanated in academic performance
and remain silent. Which is why, this annually published souvenir
has helped students discern their potential.

We are here as Prasadian because of team work in which there’s
the pivotal support of parents/ guardians too. So I would like to
thank all who are the part and parcel of the success of Prasadi
Academy.

God Bless Prasadians!

Bikram Rai

Chief
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CONTENTSSince publication of the first edition of Prasadi Souvenir,
its main motive was to let the Prasadians develop their
personality to the fullest by exploring new horizons
and not limiting themselves to bookish knowledge. The
annual publication gives them an opportunity to
express their highs and lows and everything in between
while in Prasadi. It not only commemorates the worth
mentioning but also remembers tiny, silly and funny
incidents which have made a place in the hearts of
Prasadians. The handwritten recollection of
autobiographic memories certainly fetch smile on
Prasadians’ faces whenever and wherever they decide
to open the pages of this souvenir.

It has been laying poems, paragraphs, short essays
and reflections of Prasadians. The interview section
of the magazine has always been more informative
and resourceful to its readers. Furthermore, it has been
incorporating suggestions of its avid readers in each
of its new editions every year in order to make it more
interesting and joyful to read. No matter how many
years of publication it passes, the goal of the magazine
remains the same, which is to give platform for young,
innovative and radiant minds of Prasadi to convene.

Once again, we would like to reiterate that responses
to each edition will encourage us to work even harder
to the make the magazine worth reading. We are really
grateful for the resources and guidance provided by
the head of the institution to bring the magazine in
this form. The entire management team along with
respected teachers remained a source of inspiration
in the whole process of publication. Finally, before
bidding farewell, we would like to share a mantra that
we learned being Prasadian for life with our dear
readers, which says, “Never stop learning as life
never stops teaching.”
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I am pleased to learn that the Prasadi Academy Higher Secondary School,
Manbhawan, Lalitpur is bringing out a Prasadi Souvenir 2072 on the 17th years of its
establishment.

Education is the key for the progress of humankind. It makes people more civilized and
cultured. It helps to create an ideal society. The development process of each sector of
nation is guided by proper education. Hence, we need to make our education system
qualitative, competitive, scientific and practical for making our society more prosperous
and developed. Government is always effortful to make education easily accessible,
cost effective, qualitative, modern employment oriented and practical to all citizens.

The contributions made by the founders, social activists and educationalist to establish
and smoothly operate this prestigious academy with realization of quality education are
commendable. Students who began their study at this academy and graduated from
here have been contributing in various spheres. I appreciate the contribution of founder,
board members, teachers, members of the management team and students for their
continuous effort, support and devotion.

I am confident that the souvenir, published on 17th years of installation will incorporate
thoughtful, analytical and creative articles from educationalists and students. It will be
useful for those who intend to know the academic status of the Prasadi Academy.

I extend my cordial greeting to the Prasadi family and wish the publication all success.

Jaya Nepal !

25 September 2015

MESSAGE

Sushil Koirala
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Date: 24th September 2015

....................................
(Chitralekha Yadav)

Minister

It is my great pleasure to learn that Prasadi
Academy Higher Secondary School is publishing
Prasadi Souvenir 2072 with students’ academic
and creative writings. I am more than happy to be
informed that Prasadi Academy is a brand model
Higher Secondary School that has been honored
with HSEB Excellence Award for last eight years.
I am indebted to the institution for playing significant
role in providing quality education and guiding
students on the path of progress and success. Life
without education is like the flowers without
incense.
Knowledge gets impaired if there is no moral value
and I am really glad to know that care is culture at
Prasadi Academy and Prasadi Souvenir is the
expression of students’ spiritual strength that they
acquired in this materialistic world. Education
without moral values cannot drive society in the right
direction and this should be the concern for all those
schools that run whether in private or public sectors.
I wish you all the best.

MESSAGE
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It is my great pleasure to present the good will message for “Prasadi Souvenir 2072” on the
occasion for its completion of 17 years in the academic era. In my information, Prasadi
Academy Higher Secondary School is one of the most competent Higher Secondary School
in Nepal. It is producing middle level Human Resource in different stream with high credibility,
which is the strength of nations too. People’s bless will always remains with the academy for
its further success. I extend my best wishes to Prasadi Academy on behalf of Higher Secondary
Education Board (HSEB) for the victorious higher secondary education in Nepal. Hope Prasadi
promotes positively and progress permanently in future. Finally, I like to appreciate your
successful management to complete the 17th batch in Science and Management.

Thanking you all,

Wishing you best in future endeavors.

Regards

Chaitanya Prasad Sharma

Vice-Chairman

GOOD WILL MESSAGE

MESSAGE
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A QUICK FLASHBACK

I still remember the day when I had passed
my S.L.C. and decided to join Prasadi
Academy. Rest of the friends from my school
questioned like ‘Are you serious? Prasadi?’
… ‘Will you enjoy there?’ … ‘Homeworks!’
… ‘Strict rules’ … and blah blah blah.

But now, on this final day of regular classes
of Prasadi, I have realized that I actually
made a better decision by joining Prasadi.
People say, this time of the teenage is the
time when one might go out of track and it
is very difficult to get back if we are out at
this age. So, now I have come to feel that
all the stuffs of homework, strict rules and
regulations, etc are not just for torture. They
are for our benefits. Knowledge is not
everything nor is fun. But when one can gain
knowledge along with having fun and still
staying in discipline that is the best
achievement in life. No doubt Prasadi
Academy builds a base for students to get
such type of success.

Asmin Poudel
XII Science ‘A6’

XI
Mgmt

E3
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PRASADI … THE BEST
CHAPTER OF MY LIFE

Life is a book containing several chapters when one ends,
another begins. And now the chapter of Prasadi is about
to close soon. Though the chapter of Prasadi is short (two
years only) but it is loaded with lots of memories and
moments I had with my friends and teachers. So, it will
never fade away and will always remain in core of my heart.

I still remember that day ‘28th Asar 2070’ the first day when
I entered Prasadi Academy. Looking at pages of rules and
due to rumors in market that Prasadi as the very strict
college I had expected two years of my life would be boring,
dull and lifeless. As time passed I found Prasadi like a
coconut very hard from outside but very soft from inside.

What didn’t I get from Prasadi? I got warmth of teacher; I
got knowledge of being punctual and maintaining discipline.
I developed the habit of doing homework and struggling
hard for exams. With my all inspiring and all loving teachers
and supportive friends those two years passed so fast.
Yuvraj K.C. is the best bench partner ever. Friends like
Ashim, Sanjit, Manohar, Jeevan, Basanta, Animesh,
Sanish, Raj, Samrat, Manit, Pradeep, Samikshya, Kripa
are very difficult to get. Oh! How can I forget Sagar, Alok,
Arjun and Prabesh who had always been an inspiration for
me to study and work hard. Swarnim and Dikshika are the
best of the  best. Walking 1km just to eat that ‘chatpate’

and our long walk for college to Kalanki is
unforgettable. The moment that I had spent with
you all will be always be in my memory.

Wow! How can I forget the picnic at ‘Tribhuvan Park’,
it was fabulous. The whole day dance with lots of
friends especially on song ‘paari tyo dada ma hera
gham lagyo ramilo…’ was one of the precious
moment. And Anjila’s dance move and facial
expression were superb.

Today, when I have only few days to study in my
college, a strange pain deep inside troubles me.
Silent tears covers my eyes when I think about the
company of my friends and teachers. I will miss
Hamal sir’s organic classes and his dialogues. I
will miss English period of MDM ma’am a lot. I will
miss SSA ma’am, SK ma’am and my favorite bio
lab. I will miss each and everyone from ‘V6’ and
‘B13’ .

I would like to thank all the respected teachers and
loving friends who supported, encouraged, inspired
and cared me throughout the year. Because of you
all today, I have the determination to touch the moon.
So, I consider my two years in Prasadi Academy
to be the best chapter in the book of my life.

Thanks to Prasadi Academy.
Prabesh Acharya
XII Science ‘B13’
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FLASH BACK TO THOSE
DAYS IN PRASADI

College (+2) life over!!!

Once I have read that memories are like…. . So
“recall it as often as you wish, a happy memory
never worn out because some of my happiest
memories are from my college life, the life in
Prasadi… Prasadi Academy. Let’s go back
recalling the sweet memories of my days in
Prasadi Academy.

27, Ashar, 2070, that was the 1st day of my college
in Prasadi, actually very frightening, fear of
ragging, new teachers, new friends…everything
new. Frankly speaking, my 1st year (grade11) in
Prasadi was really boring just because the
everyday was like teacher coming to the class,
lecture then again new teacher then lecture… like
that and no any extra programmes. That time I
was in section ‘R11’ and I have been with my
sweet friends, Ambuja, Sanzib, Bishal… . They
remained always with me every time.

By the end of 1st year, my section also got
changed, then I was in section ‘C7’. The second
year, the most special year of my life, gave me
lots of unforgettable memories. Teachers were
always helping, friends were awesome and umm…
everything was great. Talking about my new
friends Bhuban, Asish, Sandesh…. Among them,
Bhuban, my best friend with whom I can share
anything, even I share my secrets with him,… all
the joys and sorrows… Ahh… everything.
Umm…Umm… I would like to tell some special
about my other friends: Subham hehe… owi
‘kumvakarna’ , who always used to sleep in class
and when sir touches him, he used to shock.
That was really a funny time. (He is gonna kill me
after reading this hehe…) . Now come to
Sandharva, fan of Salman Khan. He is an
entertainer, always joking, cool, no any tension
about study and his rocking dances in picnic
heheheh….’Jhumme ki raat hey, chumme ki baat
hey’ well. …umm… talking about teachers, they
are the best.

29 Falgun, 2071, that will be my last day in
Prasadi. Only a few days remained. I wish it would
be the beginning of college. I’m really gonna miss
my teachers, friends, Prasadi Academy… just
everything. I would like to thank my great teachers
for close co-operation and Prasadi Academy for
giving me right direction. Now from my inner heart,
I can say that, “Proud to be a Prasadian.”

Kiran Gurung
XII Mgmt. ‘C7’
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LIFE WITHOUT MISSION
IS AN OMISSION
Life is not mystery to be solved
But a mystery to be alive.
Life is not a puzzle to be justified
But a puzzle to be enjoyed.
Life is not so tough to make it simple
But to sophist.

“Action bears fruit and fruit determines the path of rider”
no better line than this had been the first sentence of my
article to Prasadi Souvenir. I know, life possesses pile of
problems but I strongly believe that dealing with the
problems with full confidence is the factual way to live a
life. I actually don’t want my article to be monotonous by
saying- What is life? What is its purpose? But without

Life is made only for those who enjoy, not for those
who take it as a burden. A drunkard spoiling his/her
life is unknown about the meaning of life but for a
cancer sufferer life means a lot. So enjoy every
moment…

High school life, an incredible part of your life, is
second light of your day, when you have just learnt to
stand on your feet holding a support. Here only you
are sharpen and stimulated to dive in the pond to
quench your thirst. And I claim my high school life as
Prasadian has been new turning point to my mission.
This turning had built me up, brightened my mission,
directed me to the right path, and erased all my
shyness and my ignorance. For sure I will now no
more be jammed with my looser as I have learnt to
shake hands with problems, make eye contact with
my failures and welcome my humdrums. I want to
yell at the obstacles on my path of destiny. “Come
and touch me, dismantle me, shatter me but mind
one thing, you are powerless, you are trick less”
because Prasadi had made me strong enough that
rocky, intense mountains are afraid of me, stormy,
wild wind begs me.

Yes Prasadi is the credit holder for my confidence
(the word I sought since my childhood in me but never

writing all these my topic would not get justifications
and it’s my duty…

Have you ever felt that when you postpone one
problem to another and so on, a vicious circle is
created and then you get trapped into it? Finally, we
remember to sow seeds in the winter beneath the
snow and with a belief (a false belief) that upcoming
spring will bring the blooming ROSE. Success is
not happiness but happiness leads to success.
Destiny is merely the path that leads towards the
way to bright future. Do you know what life always
wants? An ambition, yes ambition. A person without
aim is always failure. Nobody asks you either you
got pass or fail if you didn’t take examination. In life,
sometimes we have to take a step back to gain the
momentum to leap further. Then you will feel problems
are nothing but opportunities in disguise and it
introduces an individual towards the perfection.
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got it on my own) I gained in these two years and
each day of these two years was especial for me
because I got to learn indispensable things everyday
in V11 and B13 from my teachers and friends oh!
The coolest friends (more than just friends) I have
ever met. I can’t move ahead without mentioning
abbreviated names of my loving, caring teachers like
SSA, SH, KBP, YKG, SK, CSG, NA, SKL, GT, URT,
BPP, RT, JPY, RB, MDM, … etc. Adjective would
lack in the dictionary to describe these godly
persons, they were just awesome all the time, a
real role models. I want to express my gratitude to
all the teachers who taught me, who forgot all my
misdeeds and helped me out of my problem.

I am sure I will be kicked if I don’t mention my
besties name, after all they deserve my gratitude
because they were the one to hold me up, to warm
me by their love, cheer me in hard situation. Roshani
(my sole bench mate throughout the year), Aayushi,
Nisha, other rocking V11 girls, Pramodita and

Sushma. I had a great time chatting with Adhish, Lochan,
Sushank, Hemant and many more…

If my memory power  assists me I’ll cherish these moments
even in my 90’s and the day I will always remember is the
day when chief sir praised my handwriting in the examination
hall. Oh God, I was overwhelmed … Always I will thank my
Prasadi for helping me to find me, my friends and my
mission..

I realized that the wisdom and the effect of any verdict can
change with time and circumstances. Hence, always take
a decision judiciously (the judicial decision of my father to
send me to Prasadi Academy). The manner of our living
will pave path towards our death. But be relaxed and
flexible. Life too will pass … then you realize, it seems to
be just a blink.

To all my friends:

Arise, awake and stop not till the goal is reached.
Ritu Shah

XII Science B13
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MEMORIES TO REMEMBER
Some memories always bring a smile to your face, no matter how hard and troubling the situations were. At first,
I regretted for being in the Prasadi Academy. Gradally, I felt comfortable and Teachers really co-operated like a
family. Now, finally at the end of two years I have a lot of golden memories that will always have a special corner
in my heart that will never perish away.

Style of teachers, style of Nirvik and many of my friends always brings a smile whenever I think of them. My 4
friends with whom I shared the bench for 2 years made my college life even more beautiful (Nabin, Nirvik, Sarad
and Sabin). Shouting in the middle of classes, fighting for seat, being wild and sometimes sentimental added
colours and joys to my college life which was going in a black and white way. Telling my own stories to Nabin and
when Nirvik and Rishikesh used to hear them, the way they made joke to my emotions will always make me
smile. That’s what we call friends. They just make a joke of your emotions when you’re serious and become
serious when you’re joking. The way teachers like RL ma’am and SK ma’am teased me were really funny. Maths
classes with Rishi, Swarnim and Anand are the most memorable ones. Playing truth and dare and performing

dare infront of class were just shocking. I will never be able to gather all my friends this way and spend my time
with them. It’s really impossible to forget them who gave me so much to remember. I never thought that leaving
Prasadi would be so painful. Each and every moments are just hanging over my head that I dare not  think how
will I be able to live without them. I just thank Prasadi for giving me so much of memories to remember. Picnic at
the last moment gave much more additives to my memories. Asking to one of my friend for apology ever in that
day are funny. Wild dancing in the picnic was the most happiest moment.
A sheet of paper can never be enough to describe all my feelings. Miss you guys! I will miss my friends in every
moment whether I’m sad or happy. True friends are hard to find and I can proudly say that I found the best one.
Prasadi, I do have to say you that I love you; I love you a lot and will always have a place for you in the inner corner
of my heart.

Bibek Shah
XII Science ‘B12’

XII
Sci
B13
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THOSE MOMENTS IN
PRASADI…

A friend is someone who: (A)ccept you as you are,
(B)elieves in you, (C)alls you just to say “Hey”,
(D)oesn’t give up on you, (E)nvision the whole of you,
(F)orgives your mistakes, (G)ives unconditionally,
(H)elps you, (I)nvities you over, (J)ust like to be with
you, (K)eeps you at heart, (L)ove you for who you
are, (M)akes a difference in your life, (N)ever judges
(O)ffers support, (P)icks u up, (Q)uiets your fears,
(R)aises your spirits, (S)ays nice things about you,
(T)ells you the truth when you need to hear it,
(U)nderstands you, (V)alues you, (W)alks beside you,
(X)plains about the things you don’t understand,
(Y)ells when you won’t listen and (Z)aps you back to
reality…! So, I can’t forget my dearest and nearest
friends of Prasadi!!, especially of B13 and V11. Gonna
miss u guys!!

Two years of time in Prasadi passed so fast like a
blink of an eye! It feels like yesterday when we got
admitted in Prasadi but now the last moment has
come and it’s time to say “good-bye”! Every single
moments of Prasadi are marvelous and unforgettable.
Although there were a bit tough time for us such as
homeworks, exams and so on but we faced it and
succeeded at last! Those days in grade 12 were
awesome. Cracking jokes, making fun of others,
laughing … with Sagar, Brajesh, Prabesh, Rishikesh,
Subesh, Suraj, Ashim and many more!! In fact, we
enjoyed a lot here. How can I forget the all-loving and
all-inspiring teachers of Prasadi? Moreover, classes
of chief sir were full of inspiration. We can’t forget
them. Those funny and inspiring dialogues of some
teachers like:
(hope that it is taken lightly and won’t be minded)…
SH sir: Kei Aaudaina yr! Ghass haru… very bad
performance…
CSG sir: ok… ok Boy… that is the…
RKS sir: why … why?, ye, you chhane… latokosera
GT sir: hehe!! Thoit yesto ni huncha!!
BPP sir: ‘question ask’
YKG sir simplest and jhurest question
RT sir hey u stupid!
SP ma’am: cork cambium …(with melody) and so on.
These all beautiful moments will always remain with
me! leaving this place by getting knowledge, discipline
and lots of precious moments and memories… I
wanna thank to all of my friends, teachers for good
and valuable support!
At last but not the least: Proud to be a Prasadian

“Thanks to Prasadi”
Pradeep Risal

XII Science ‘B13’

OUR ‘D6’
Welcome to our D6
Where all the miracle you can see.
We are the ones to keep our voice down.
And only the ones to scatter around.

Kamala is always very frank,
She is found making pranks.
Pooja is sweet and cute pie.
Urusha is one who is very shy.

Kusum, Kripa and Barsha are simply awesome
blossom.
Kritika and Barsha P are popular chatter.
Sarah, Aasma and Bhawana are always silent.
We have Sonika as a lazy guy.
We have Dev who speak very low.
But Bishwas is never slow.
And the handsome- Roman
And the talented Sarthak.

Prashant never solves problem of account
As his brain is not so fast
Biplov is every bodies buddy.
And Shubam is the sweetest guy.

Rupesh is the one who is always serious
We all have some very mischievous.
Subin is the one!!!
All of us are precious gems.

We have great unity and cooperation among us.
We are expert in having great fun.
Our heart is as clear as crystal glass.
D6 is regarded as Best Class.

Preety Maharjan
XII D6
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PRASADI ACADEMY,
A DIFFERENT WORLD

Ever since the world has dipped into the modern era (the
world of gadgets as I like to put it), people have forgotten
the importance of nature, the value of time and most
importantly the essence of life. The world now has so many
inventions coming daily to make life better and easier, so
many inventions, social Medias to communicate faster but
we have never felt so lovely and out of touch as much as
we do today. Hidden behind the screens of smart-phone
tablets and laptops, we are unknown about what the nature
has to offer us. We live in a world where we move forward
just through our inventions but not through the
understanding of each other. We shut our minds from
knowing about the people around us, their thoughts and
beliefs. And we blame them for being different. The feeling
of togetherness is slowly diminishing with the increase in
inventions, technologies and luxury. We live in a world which
is capable of making tridimensional copies of almost
everything but in the same world, about 900 million people
go to bed hungry daily. And in this big world batting between
luxury and poverty, there exists a small world, Prasadi
Academy.

Prasadi Academy is a different world of its our kind that
has its own principles. Prasadi Academy is such a place
that has not only limited the students up to the lessons of
the books but also to the lessons of life. It has given nature
a chance to see the miracle of togetherness. Punctuality,
discipline and adaptability that is slowly disappearing in
today’s world. The strict rules and prohibition to the
technologies in Prasadi Academy at first may seem a bit
hard and difficult to digest but, when you are actually brought
into the environment of Prasadi Academy, you realize how
much capability you have inside to adapt and survive

against your will. The 20 minutes leisure time and
the sharp entry at 11:30 in Prasadi Academy has
made the younger (students) punctual and made
them realize the importance of every second. The
change in section during the life span of 2 years in
Prasadi Academy has allowed the students to know
learn about the people around us, their thoughts and
their beliefs and to enjoy the feeling of togetherness.
I am very thankful to Prasadi Academy for making
about a change in the life of today’s teenagers and
for letting me to be a part of you!

Karina K.C.
XII ‘B7’

XI
Mgmt

E1
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girls row. Just when I was about to pick my bag and rush
towards the boys’ row, a rather slim figure stood in front of
me extending his hand for a handshake. His name was
Diwash. He decided to join me so I didn’t change my seat
and we sat together. Then entered B.P. sir, the best physics
teacher I’ve ever met, the way he taught was excellent.
Teachers like SBH, BPP, SJ and SSA literally lit up my
adventure here. If someone would ever ask me how many
friends I made in Prasadi I could only give them a few but
at least they’re real ones. My first day was a bit tedious
and boring yet only a beginning of a new life. Then Asmin,
my school friend, Tony, Santosh, Nabin, Chiranjivi all joined
on our gang of mischief. Endless laughter talking in class
seemed to be on a whole new level playing truth on a dare,
long yawns will be missed forever.
Grade 11 passed which I felt ages and finally came grade
12. It seemed like god had pressed the fast forward button
in his time remote that these moments in ‘B10’ passed in a
blink of an eye. Friends like Manish, Salina, Sweta , Sushan,
Laxman, Pranat, Shital, Binit, Sahil, Ashish, Peter, Prabhat,
Saurav, Sujan and Bishal shared their journey here with me
and I thank them for giving me an unbelievable time at ‘B10’.
SBH sir’s unique style of teaching and the way he repeated
every chemical term in a different vocal, RPY sir’s connect
here, KBP sir’s amusing voice saying A boy … ya!!
(jhyappa) forever will be on my mind. So, after several years
in the future if I somehow or anyhow end up to be an astro-
physicist then I surely would love to build a time machine
helping me go back in time and relive these moments once
again over and over. I don’t want to be an ex-Prasadian but
that’s what I have to cope up with now. I would like to take
this time out to thank my friends, teachers and mostly
every member of Prasadi from every cell present in my
body that they’ve given me these 1/0th charitable moments.
And believe me leaving this college is even more tragic
than I had felt when I left school. …

Shishir Bhandari
XII Science ‘B10’

EVERY TICK AND LOCK
IN PRASADI
It’s been one heck of fun in these two years of
my life in Prasadi. I don’t think you guys won’t
understand the way I would feel right now realizing
you too are willing to relive your school. Memories
are always amazing. After I had passed my SLC
I never realized the gate would only open to lead
me to a mountain even higher than our own
Everest. Yes, it might sound hilarious but by then
I had knocked some confidence and some sense
to know myself.
I crystal clearly remember my first day at
Prasadi. Like a projector I can clearly show you
folks what it was like when I stood in front of the
gate watching our ‘Pale Dai’ standing with a
register in his hand, I wondered why, a Dhaka
topi on his head held high smiling at every one of
us. Frankly speaking, by the rumors I had heard
I never had imagined even in my worst nightmares
that I would someday grow up to join Prasadi but
there I was standing for a new adventure to unfold
and there it was with every tick tock standing to
welcome me and now with every tick to bid me
farewell. When the gates opened I slowly walked
inside, so slow as if I wanted a loser’s medal
had it been a marathon surely. Then our Chief
stood right there and I was pretty motivated by
the fact that he showed a sudden urgency of
helping the new comers right away. He guided
me to my ship where a new voyage awaited. On
the way I wondered what my new life here in
Prasadi would be like picturing some good friends
and above all some good teachers. I saw my
dream come true in ‘V12’. Though I was quite
startled on entering my section and picking my
seat as I saw no one behind me and only sat the
benches in front of me being filled with girls. Then
I thought to myself what I was doing alone in the

XI
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 THE THREE BENCHMATES

Separated from a year long friendship, we were jumbled
up with few others in section ‘B12’. We were strangers
and enjoyed the company of our own friends. But call it a
fate or was it BPP sir, we ended up together and Agya,
Avilasha and Selika became ‘The Three Benchmates’. It
was an awkward, obviously. But the awkwardness couldn’t
stand amidst the beginning of our utter friendship!

Days passed and so did our cheerful moments. We even
made a pact not to be absent for even a single day. And
guess what, we succeeded!! Drawing in every page of the
book, talking about nightmares or ‘chucky’ and ‘grudge’
and our crazy imaginations took us to another world during
the class hours. Getting obsessed over Gregory house’s
sarcastic aura, 10 and 5sos mania never came to an end.
Furthermore, k-pop and k-Dramas garnished our oh so
delicious moments. Watching people dance in the picnic
gave us an opportunity to see our classmates anew side.
Eating nothing at lunch period and then tempted by the
thoughts of food stuffs by aroma of food in the canteen.
(Drools all over).

Moreover, Ram’s yeeesss sir!!! Will always be a
memory. Glib’s talking Rishikesh’s gibing,
Shambhu’s uproarious and circuitous questions
never allowed us to zero in on the lectures. The
boys’ jeer in RKS sir’s class brought upon
cacophony. But even in such a milieu, Birat, Sharad
and Louis were always vehement towards studies.
Also, Jenisha’s melodious tunes and sketches never
failed to amaze us. And Urusha was always as sweet
as a chocolate lave cake. A11’s uproarious laughter
even made ‘B12’ chortle. And everyone else from
‘B12’ will always evoke pleasant memories.

Unfortunately, the journey of ‘The Three
Benchmates” came to an end, but the moments
shared by all three of us will be treasured deeply in
our hearts. Amidst all the unexpected bag checking
and pressurized  environment, the envisage of ‘B12’
will always remain extraordinary!

Agya Regmi, Avilasha Singh and Selika
Shakya

XII science ‘B12’

XII
Sci
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MOMENTS
When I first came into this college I thought the
next two years of life would be pure torture having
only ‘studious’ people beside me. After spending
here I realized how wrong I was. I have many
friends who have made my 2 years journey in
this college bearable, fun and my college life
memorable.
In grade XI I had made many precious memories
of  ‘R12’. Time spent with my bench partners
Aakriti, having Sunila and Alisha as my front
bench partners and Monica, Alysha and Rasu
as my behind bench partners will never forget
having out, outside our class (at the garden) in
our break and playing truth or dare during
economics class.
In grade XII I have made my precious moments
with the help of my bench partners Ghale and
Sanju. Having Reshna and Simran sit in front of
us and Astha Khadka, Nasala and Salina sit
behind us. Grade XII was more memorable by
spending making lots of noise in class or in
basketball court with Reshna, Rikita, Asmi,
Monica, Anuskha, Kanchan, Aakriti, Suzanne
and Rasu. The picnic was an unexpected fun
with those girls (despite the rain and mud)
However I will miss waking up early, doing
homeworks, rushing to college, getting punished
for being late, falling asleep in class etc.
I hope the current Prasadians will enjoy and have
lots of memories to cherish here as I did.

Keepa Maitri Tuladhar
XII Mgmt. ‘C7’
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us strength to face the problems to fight for
ourselves and move forward.
I owe a huge debt of gratitude to all our teachers
for sharing their time, talent and knowledge so
unconditionally, selflessly. Yes, we know, it was
your job to do it, but what you did for us was
beyond the call of duty. Also, to the non teaching
staffs, custodial staff and canteen staff… for
keeping Prasadi safe and clean. You actually
deserve some kind of medal. To the Principal and
the chief, thank you for keeping things run so
smoothly. And yes, the surprise entry of Chief in
our classes has always brought smile to our faces.
We’ll be missing this. The best way we can show
our gratitude is by doing good deeds and making
a good place for the upcoming generation we’ll
pay that debt of gratitude forward.
Thank you.
And I love Prasadi.

Aayushi Bam
XII ‘B12’

PRASADI SPIRIT AND PRIDE
We arrived here two short years ago, and now its time to
leave. The time has passed so fast. It seems yesterday
that we were skinny little fresh people introducing ourselves
to the new faces and looking generally clueless to all the
seniors. The time has come to bid a goodbye to Prasadi,
to walk in our own path but we can’t help looking back.
The time spent in Prasadi, we people have generally
measured it in class periods, school days, holidays and
eventually two years have gone. And now here we stand.
Our rule is over, and its up to other lucky people to step
into our shoes and take over. I will measure my time here
in different way, all the friendship I’ve enjoyed those last
two years. Some were pretty casual and others were much
doser but I’ll remember all of them. I know every  Prasadian
will too. And when all the memories will start to fade, it will
not be the periods or days that we’ll be counting but the
friendships we have made and the time we’ve spent together
in Prasadi.
Prasadi actually has made us Punctual, disciplined, and
to understand value of time, love, respect… these are the
things that we’ve learnt from here or these things will for
sure contribute to make our future bright. And I thank
Prasadi from the bottom of my heart. I’ve cherished, we all
have cherished lot of beautiful memories here. The 20
minutes break, our bag checking, our home works, the
bags (heavy), my classmates, my bench mates, tempo
group things getting seized and many more… I will be
treasuring all these memories as they have become so
special for me now. of course, have problems in our life…
there’s no gain without pain and how can there be a rainbow
without a rain… but wherever we go and no matter how
much we are troubled, Prasadi has taught us or has given

XII
Sci
B7
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COULD NOT SUM UP IN A
WORD OR TWO

As we hurriedly turned the pages of the last year
souvenir I found myself reading about the
experiences of our seniors (while the others were
concerned over their photographs!). Those seniors
shared their moments, first days and memorable
events spent here. Most of the seniors, said they
would miss Prasadi. At first I was like ‘Ha! Who are
you kidding? I won’t miss anything about Prasadi!
Because we all had our days when we wanted to
leave Prasadi, the very next month.

We had our time when we stared at the black gate
wandering about what happens next (most of them
did that, I didn’t) or simply entering it (like me!).
Times, when we were shocked to find a list of rules
in our hands and only 19 minutes to have our lunch!
We had out days when exams felt so near and we
were caught up in homeworks and felt like we would
die of excess homeworks. Days, when we got hungry
fast, fought over somosas (they always finish so
fast!), stood in a long line to have our bags checked,
rotated for the clock to hit 11:10am. And days when
we ran (I mean literally ran) because we were late
and BPP sir always saying ‘late’. We had times

when ‘picnic’ came near and became a superstar because
the entire college talked about what to wear or what weather
it would be like. Times, when grade 11 result published
and almost everyone was happy.

If I look back now, I can see myself laughing with friends,
eating late or entering library so that we could go to class
late, dancing in picnic and having random pictures taken,
having my heart beat fast when a teacher suddenly asks
questions. And when grade 12, turned into last days of
Prasadi and we were asked to write about our memories
in a piece of paper, I realized that I couldn’t sum up my
entire Prasadi journey in that. I had lot to say and share. I
wanted to thank my friends (all of you, the one I know and
my classmates), teachers and the entire Prasadi team.
Our library ma’am for being so sweet, our bag checking
and nail, hair checking ma’am for being strict (I guess),
our ‘didi’ for taking with us nicely, and others as well. I
seriously thought I wouldn’t have words to say, but even
after writing so much, I feel I haven’t expressed much.
And, I’ll have to admit that I will miss Prasadi Academy.

Chand, Shuda, Salina, Jesika, Bipana, Benorika,
Shraddha, Priyanka, Roza, Sujata, Pooja, Nyayeeka,
Prinsa… and many more. I know you people are grateful
for having me in your Prasadi journey (haha) but I’m more
grateful to you all .

Astha Thapa
XII Mgmt. ‘C7’
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DAYS IN PRASADI

Prasadi this name is really precious for me. Today I
remember the proverb.  ‘Time and tides wait for no one’. I
feel its only yesterday when I entered the gate of Prasadi
as a new student.

Unknown place, unknown people and unknown environment
has now become so own that, leaving this place is really
hurting me. loving teachers, supporting friends and inspiring
lectures of chief sir will be missed very much. The moments
in class 11 ‘V6’ was unforgettable. ‘V6’ so called noisiest
class. Ha…ha…

Ambika and Selica were really supporting and fun loving.
Sagar’s jokes in KBP sir’s period, funny jokes or other
friends like Animesh, Yuvraj, Prabesh, Aceem etc. were
also quite recalling, laughing in the class with no reasons,
cracking jokes on others, getting scolding from the teachers
will be most precious days of mine.

After class 11, when moved to class 12, all my friends
were separated. I was sad for the reason. But, when the
time passed on, I got much closer friends like Roshni,
Nishu, Smarika, Sweta and Pratikshya playing truth and
dare in the class hour, eating pasteries and rumbles in last
bench were full of fun. The most memorable was Nishu

and I eating whole chocolate in SBS sir’s period
sitting in the first bench; it was Roshni’s birthday
that day.

Moreover, jokes cracked by URT sir and SBH sir
were very humorous and I will really be missing
those. Good lectures of SSA ma’am, SK ma’am
and RL ma’am were really inspiring. CSG sir’s
dialogue ‘yes,….ok…yes or not’ was really popular.
Similarly, other loving teachers like GT sir, BPP sir,
SKL sir, RPY sir, SJ ma’am etc. will be really
missed.

How can I ever forget the ‘picnic’. OMG, it was so
wild. Dancing and jumping recklessly, non-stop
whole day is really valuable for me.

Thereby, there are lots of memories as ‘Prasadian’
and this small sheet of paper is not enough to explain
out each and every moments and experiences spent
over here.

So, lastly I want to thanks Prasadi to make me
one of your members and give me such precious
memories and valuable friends.

Hence, Proud to be Prasadian.
Simran Panthi

XII Science ‘B10’
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TWO YEARS BEAUTIFUL
JOURNEY IN PRASADI
When I was about to get admission in Prasadi
Academy. I heard many rumor outside about Prasadi
that it is a strict college, it gives too much homework
pressure to students, it has regular bag checking
and hair checking. Leaving all these rumor I admitted
myself as Prasadian and today I am feeling proud to
be a part of Prasadi. If I hadn’t admitted in Prasadi
by hearing all those rumor, today I would have
regreted and wouldn’t get any success in my life as
a better and qualified student for further studies in
my life. I feel that I had just entered to Prasadi
Academy yesterday but now I am at the end of my
two years in Prasadi how amazing is the time which
runs very fast and we are unknown about it so I cannot
believe how these two years have passed just like a
blink of an eye. However, I have never thought even in
my dream that days in Prasadi would be so much
happy and enjoyable. I still remember that time
having fun with friends in classroom. I will be missing
each and every moments of my college time with
friend. I will be missing all the teachers who taught
me with love and care with good guidance. I still
remember having unexpected regular bag checking,
hair checking and book checking as well as giving

the exam in strict environment. I remember doing home
work till late night just before the day of home work
submission to teacher for checking. I remember my grade
XII bench partner (Saurav Ghimire and Yuvraj K.C.) cracking
jokes with them and eating polo chocolate given by Yuvraj
during the lecture of teachers. I will be missing MDM ma’am’s
period. I’m goona miss the time having fun in Sajha Yatayat
Bus with grade XI brothers (Prakash K.C., Rahul Pun,
Sailesh Basel) and sister (Bina Gurung) as well as with
grade XII friends (Ashmita K.C. and Anamika Sharma). I
will never forget the picnic day (2071/11/20) taken by college
I will be remembering all the teachers of Prasadi Academy
and some special dialogue of teachers like…
RPY sir: where the attention goes there the energy

flows…
YKG sir: you can’t do … it is the simple and jhurast

question…
RKS sir: pheri, pheri … chupne! Kasto latokhosera cha

yo…
RKN sir: if you won’t give HW by Thursday I will start

punishing… (repeated every week)
BPP sir: stop doing other work otherwise I will give round

kick…
All these moment are glorious, unforgettable and
everlasting….

Sumit Shah
XII Science ‘A6"
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SWEET MEMORIES OF
PRASADI BEING PRASADIAN

Every moment from 1st Shrawan 2070 to 29th Falgun 2071
from R13 to C12 was memorable. I feel that I just entered
the Prasadi Academy yesterday but I’m at the end of 2
years studies…

While, when I was in R13, teachers used to say, R13 can
achieve success because we can see many faces of
toppers. But, when I reached to class XII, section C12,
teachers started to say, ‘yo class jasto khattam class taw
kunni chaina,” this batch is worse than last batch, hehe…
maybe, we used to make lots of noise.

Reached C12, time changed class changed, section
changed, friends changed but also got support from both
friends of 11 and 12 and realized it didn’t matter even class
or section changed. The first word came from my bench
partner Salina and Shreeya who helped me to do work,
who smiled with me, supported me and also made too
much noise in class but Salina, the one who always got
caught from teachers. Reeya and Pratima, two besties
who could never separate from each other. Neha Karna,
the noisest girl and Neha Shrestha who always used to do
homework from 1st period till last period. Alisha, who had
got two statue friends, needed to turn back to make noise
and always caught by account sir. Anjana and Sunila were
supposed to be hair stylist. Prastuti who always had to sit
alone, her bench partner Nisha was supposed to be the
tourist. Chadani and Prinsa the padandas OMG, how to
forget our sweet Mona…

Let’s move in our boys side, right? Kumbakarna Kumar
who would start dreaming from 1st period. Bikens the
guitarist and Arpan the drumist. Shaket and Bibek ware
the funniest and noisiest guy. Sushant Khadka the fan of
Manchestar United who started to talk about football game

while coming from the door. Sagun the American
tourists and Rahul chitrakar, the African rapper.
Pratap, the padandash. Sushant Shakya, who never
talked in class. Pratik, the tourist from boys side.
Here are some dialogues from our teachers which
will always remain in my mind:
URT sir: (for Boys) “A timro kapal vaena hai …

pattakai vaena… ali chatter, chittka
milaera voli aune hai… yaad gareu?”

RKN sir: pitai khalau hai keta ho, feri?
AD ma’am: come on everyone, “tyo… lai her na,

pheri”
RKS sir: haina haina, after every correct

sentence.
Dilip Sir: (for Girls) Is this a beauty parlour

class??
BBT sir: always saying a, a, a … for whole

period
But, the way of teaching and motivating to students
by teachers will be missed a lot. OMG, noone can
know more than Pankaj sir about new technology.
Surprise, bag checking, bench partner, Seat plan
checking were the most memorable days. Eating in
class will be missed a lots. How can I forget the
picnic with non-stop dancing and enjoying with
friends in rainy days? Each and every moment
seems to be memorable forever.

Finally, I would like to thank Prasadi Academy for
giving a great platform to show our talent. And, today,
I’m departing from Prasadi with lots of charitable
memories. Thanks chief sir. As long as we were in
Prasadi we hated to be a Prasadian and now as we
are liveing we fear being ex-Prasadian…

Proud to be Prasadian…
Sona Pandey

XII Mgmt. C12
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MY JOURNEY FROM ‘THIS
COLLEGE’ TO ‘OUR
COLLEGE’

 My journey in Prasadi began two years ago and
now it’s time to say goodbye. Whenever you move
to new place, you’ve to make adjustments and
definitely it’s not easy. Yes, at the beginning I used
to feel like “when will I leave this college?” But slowly
my feelings changed. I experienced studying on both
morning as well as day shift. Both the shifts passed
with adjustments, new experience, fun and struggle.
When I entered my section ‘R10’ there were all new
faces. But definitely they all became my friends.
This section would not have been interesting without
my bestiees Ashmita (Rai), Anisha and Sangit and
all the other friends like Kabina, Astha, Ruby, Aabha,
Smarika, Ashmita (Ghimire), Shreya, Hishila,
Urusha, Rohit, Ujjwal, Yogesh and many more.
Maths (BBT) sir, GT sir, AD ma’am, SP ma’am,
BBP sir, KBP sir, Hamal sir, BA ma’am and RPY
sir are all unforgettable. Maths sir and Hamal sir
are the best teacher I’ve ever met.

Now, it was time for my departure from R10 and
enter a new section B10. The second phase of my

life began. I again found many super cool friends here though
I got separated from my bestiees. They were Salina,
Manisha, Sweta chaudhary, Shephali and Shreya. We six
were of two fixed benches so our  evergreen friendship
was also fixed. This time Hamal sir was our class teacher
and it was great fun running marathon on copy. All the new
teachers like SBS sir, YKG sir, SK ma’am, SKS sir, URT
sir, RL ma’am and RRG sir always supported me. RL
ma’am is just so supportive and caring. I will miss eating
pani puri with Ashmita, Sangita and Anisha, miss mine
and Manisha’s struggle to get in the tempo, miss our
struggle to get food in the canteen and obviously miss
dancing at picnic, miss unexpected bag and homework
checking and doing homework overnight.

Prasadi gave me many new experiences, new
achievements and friends like Ashmita Rai who always
supported me in my every decision and to overcome my
problems, Ruby who showed her kindness by once lending
me her blazer when I was cold, Salina who supported me
at that time when there was noone while fixing my seat,
Manisha who became my home going partner and Sweta
who always made me laugh. Thus Prasadi shifted my
feelings from “when will I leave this college” to “now we are
leaving our college.” I’ll miss everything about our college.
Jai Prasadi.

Smriti Pulami Magar
XII Science B10

XII
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BEING A PRASADIAN MY
PRIVILEGE
I know divinity’s just an illusion, but sometimes its seems
divine does manifest itself through the teachers of Prasadi
Academy. Maybe there’s a spark of divine in all the
teachers of my college, through which they can brighten
the life of students and show them the way of success in
their life. By stepping in the world of Prasadi, I felt like I
have stepped in the world of glory and wisdom. It has
showered it’s blessing upon me and it has boosted my
self-confidence and self esteem. I felt changed with energy
and knowledge and my desire to be helped with energy
and knowledge and my desire to be helped and humble is
doubled. The teachers of my college have inspired me to
follow the things that are of great value in the life. They
have encouraged me and helped me to find inner strength.
I hadn’t known that my inner strength and confidence were
there with me. Now I’ve become my own mirror, I
understood my own heart and my responsibility towards
myself as well as others. The credit goes to all my teachers
and friends. The two years of my learning in Prasadi is
the most wonderful time in my life and it will be the most
memorable time in my whole life. Even though I got
scolding most from my teachers or I was praised by them,
hated by my friends or loved by them, I’m going to miss
them all very badly. And of course, felt as a lucky batch
because we got a great opportunity to experience Thailand
tour it was great time spent with friends and Bikram sir
although we were in fun as well as fear and picnic was so

memorable that it made all friends and teachers
much closer which gave a fresh beat of 2 years time.

Now its time for me to leave my college. I am
exasperated and my heart is rending. My college
life is the beautiful state of my life where I’ve learned
many things and gone through many ups and downs.
It was good to meet many of my friends with whom
I’d shared some beautiful moments. Prasadi is a
garden of various flowers giving fragrance and beauty
by blossoming itself. Now as I’m the outgoing student
and I can’t believe it. How can I leave the place where
I’ve spent 2 years of time in my life? I’m able to
write these things achieve knowledge, it’s only
because of the experience, love and care given by
Prasadi Academy. My experience with my friends
and my teachers is very precious. Of those
experiences only memories remain and those
memories mean everything to me now. I am glad
that I’m part of Prasadi Academy and I want to wish
all my juniors a very good luck and just want to say
that follow the rules and regulations, get inspiration
from teachers and blossom like flowers. Lastly thank
you very much all the members of Prasadi for the
best moment. Thank you very much. Proud to be
Prasadian.

A short message: winner never quit and quitters never
win.

Neha Baniya
XII Mgmt. C11
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all of these gather a feeling of happiness. As I step
out, I feel nothing will be same again. Even when we
won’t be together, there won’t be single thing in this
world that would take my memories in Prasadi away
from me.

And, our teachers, thanks a lot for bearing freaks
like us for about two years but yet so dear. We thank
all teachers and staffs without whom we would never
be complete. Last but not the least we thank our
chief sir, without his ideas and efforts we would have
been nowhere and who have energy and strength to
move on which will always keep our Prasadi’s height
above.

These words aren’t enough to express how I feel. I
just wish this night is a little longer than it normally
would be.

Will always be a true Prasadian.
Kripashree Dhakal

XII Science B12

ABOUT PRASADI
My life changed a lot; so much so that the old self does
not recognize me of now. The day, which was first blue,
has become dark as the night continues to stay. The world
seems so happy but sorrow spreads quickly and everyone
becomes sad. The clock’s been ticking on day and night
and time is passing by. I wish I could stop time so that the
new day would not come. Each and every second that
ticks away, intensifies the sorrow of separation. It feels as
if I joined Prasadi just the day before carrying my heavy
bag with all my books. But time has flown away so quickly
that it is now time to bid a goodbye. It was you all who
brought a smile on my face when I was in pain, always
walking beside me, protecting, guiding and supporting me.

The memorable moments we shared are the ones I cherish
the most: the laughter, the arguments, the mischief, the
great feeling after completing and submitting homeworks,
one of the greatest achievements here. And, of course all
of our subject teachers and time spent during their classes,
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MY MEMORABLE DAYS AS
‘PRASADIAN’
This is my second, actually last year in Prasadi as a
‘Prasadian’.  Now after  a few days I’ll be away from Prasadi
and all that I’ll have with me is my memories in Prasadi.
These 2 years in Prasadi is the most memorable part of
my life.

It was Prasadi where I learnt the true definition of life, where
I understood the meaning of friendship, where I got
opportunity to make new friends. R8 and C13 are the best
sections. Section which was full of unique friends. Most of
them had joyous and fun loving habit. Specially Prastuti,
Smriti, Dasing, Rabina, Anju, Sweta, Pritishma, Suhana,
Anita, Nasala and Nikita will always be remembered, with
whom I always felt comfortable to share my feelings and
how can I forget the rainy picnic in Tribhuwan Park. In
Prasadi, I also got most loving, caring and motivating
teachers who were always there for me, who guided me in
each and every step of my life.

My journey in Prasadi began 2 years back and it
has been a mysterious one. Where I came across
many new challenges, consequences and
compromises but at last I feel proud to be a
Prasadian. My journey in Prasadi has been full of
knowledge, laughter, regrets, scolding, love and care.
Prasadi taught me to have aim in life,  it helped me
to know the value of time and it taught me to become
laborious and sincere person.

I always wished my last day in Prasadi may come
as soon as possible but now, I realized that it’s
ending up I am feeling sad. Though I can’t bring those
days back they’ll always remain in the core of my
heart.
So, at last I would take this opportunity to thank all
my loving teachers, supporting friends, non teaching
staffs and chief sir for providing me an opportunity
to explore my hidden talent and also wish all my
friends and upcoming batch good luck with their
future.

Riju Shrestha
XII Mgmt. C13
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LIFETIME MEMORIES OF
PRASADI
It has already been two years but I still feel that it
was yesterday that I stepped in Prasadi. I do
remember my first day in grade 11. Everything was
new for me new classroom, new faces and new
teachers. I was quite nervous that day when I entered
my classroom sec. V12 to see new friends. But it
took me no time to get close with my friends. Salina
and Namuna were my benchmate and they were
too friendly that I enjoyed a lot being with them.
And I met Sony, Bipana, Dikshya who were always
supporting. I still smile when I remember those days
in grade 11 with these girls, all those jokes, games,
gossips, eating in classroom were full of fun. I feel
blessed to get these friends in Prasadi who made
my days full of fun. Then a sad moment started
when we had to be apart because we were divided
in different sections in grade 12. And I was in section
B10.

Luckily Salina my benchmate was also in the same
section. I was happy to see my other friends from
grade 11 in same section. And most amazing thing

was that Salina and I were again in the same bench, and
partners in all labs. I came to know new friends Smriti,
Shreya, Sweta, Sephali who were always kind to me and
friendly. As we two bencher were fixed I wasn’t able to be
so close with other girls but they were always good to me.
Our section would never be full of fun without Adish, Pranat,
Aashis, Binit (tourist of our class), Pravat, Peter, Shisir
and many other boys and girls. Every class of SH sir was
full of fun, inspiring classes of chief sir, classes of RPY sir,
SSA ma’am, SK ma’am GT sir, KBP sir, SBS sir, SP ma’am
… are unforgettable.

Oh! How can I forget wonderful picnic day. It was one of the
best days in Prasadi. Whole day dancing with friends,
eating, photo shoot and the rocking music made my day.

These two years in Prasadi has become my wonderful
journey with my lovely friends and teachers. Prasadi has
given me a lifetime memory and wonderful friends. Now
only few days are left to study in Prasadi and this is making
me a bit sad but I am really thankful to Prasadi for giving
me a new identity as Prasadian.

Thank you Prasadi! I will miss you.
Manisha Gaha Magar

XII Science B10
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GT sir: ani k ta! Talai ulu!
BPP sir: chup lager bas natra round kick

hanchu
SJ ma’am: Gaala maa 5 aula ko daam basai

dinchu (in a crying sound)
CSG sir: ok…! Yes or not!
RKS sir: where o? Where O? no O (when

student says Ooo…)
SSA ma’am: na karau hai
SK ma’am: ae B12! … ati bho! (in angry mood)
AD ma’am: lets start! Do it… do it…!
RT sir: ae grass haru! Takka like this
SH sir: haina ta! Ho nita! ani saki go ni …!
Chief sir: good morning class (while entering

the class)
RKN sir: put the value and get the answer,

that’s the trick
RL ma’am: galti le mistake bho chhyama

praarthi chhu.

Even the institution was strict, full of rules but I
enjoyed a lot in those 2 years. The institution gave
me many thing and taught me how to build up my
career. And I finally understood “all the rules of
Prasadi’s were for the welfare of students.” The most
enjoyable day was picnic day where I sang
randomly  in picnic bus and danced wildly in picnic
spot. Miss u B12 and V12. Heartful thanks to my
lovely teachers for their guidance and care.

Rishikesh Sah
XII Science B12

VOICE OF A PRASADIAN
I try console myself thinking it is just a day before yesterday
when I joined Prasadi inspite of knowing the bitter truth, I
have only few more days left in Prasadi. My eyes fill with
tears when I just think of being a ex-Prasadian.

I still remember the very first day 28 Asadh 2070. Chief sir
standing in front and helping the students to search their
classes. I was really shocked when I saw bag checking and
hair checking in very first week. In few weeks, I understood
that I have to study in Prasadi; I have to be self-disciplined,
do homeworks late night and keep short hair. I realized that
the gossip in the market that Prasadi teachers are so rude
and unfamiliar was completely wrong because they were
really so familiar that I feel them like my own parents. Time
passed slowly and I completed class XI.

From the very first day of class XII, I started enjoying my
class. I think it is what we call adaptation. Truly speaking
they were my friends Aanand, Niraj, Rohit, Nirvik, Bibek,
Einstein (Nabin), Upabesh, Sambhu, Sushil, Abhinash,
Azarudin, Raksha, Surkacha and Saranga due to whom I
was able to read 2 year in Prasadi sometimes laughing,
chatting, cracking unnecessary jokes, playing hang man.
Class of SH sir used to more interesting than others. SK,
SSA and RL ma’am’s classes used to be joking period.
How can I forget those memorable words of my lovely
teachers.
RPY sir: connected from last bench or not…
YKG sir: doing bejat yaar! Kasto bakuf chau hai timi

haru!

XI
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FIRST DAY IN PRASADI
ACADEMY

With 5% confidence and 95% nervousness, I
stepped inside Prasadi Academy. I will never forget
my first day. All the way, I kept thinking that how
shall I adjust in new environment. As I entered I saw
new faces, I crossed my finger. Then, I went to
search my class. There were teachers who were
guiding us to find our class with their wide smile
and warm greetings. I got my class and I entered.
There were about 50 students but I didn’t know
anyone. I got a seat. I immediately introduced myself
to my benchmate, Shraddha. After that, Pritisma

came and we three became good friends. I was in section
R13. At the very first day of 11, we twenty five girls became
friend. Then, sir entered in class. After making friends I
accumulated confidence. The class started. First period
was economics. I thought teacher would be strict, but I
found them friendly. They didn’t let us feel that we were in
new environment. One after another the periods passed. It
was time for break. It was only 20 minutes. But, we make
that 20 minutes adjustable. Again, the period started and
then finally last period came. It was English. Ram sir was
quite interesting. The first day, the first experience in Prasadi
Academy was memorable. It seems like just yesterday I
got admission in 11 but now the day came to say good
bye to P.A. I proudly introduce myself as a Prasadian.

Roja Awale
XII Mgmt. C7
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PRASADI ACADEMY – A
PRASAD FOR ME
On 29th Asad, 2070- 11:20 am, I was so happy because I
was stepping to Nepal’s top college and at the same time
nervous because I had heard it was the most strict college.
I mean I was so scared like heck. I was trembling, I had
goose bumps all over and that reached its peak when chief
sir was infront of me. But anyways, I controlled myself and
kept still, I became furtive as I didn’t want anyone to notice
my apprehensive actions. And today, I feel the same place
as my home and I’m feeling too painful to be separated
from this place.
It is said that 13 is the unluckiest number but I feel proud
to say that I was the student of V13 and B13. With all
those crazy friends around, my life saw it’s beautiful and
exciting two years in Prasadi Academy. V13- how can I
ever forget this section? Ujjwal (weed), Peter (Handi) were
the most intelligent people I’ve ever met in terms of humour.
Every single word produced from their mouth would make
whole class laugh and all of us suddenly used to shout
saying, ‘aan… aan… diyo…diyo’ and the scene after that-
teachers used to scold and we used to be observed by
college staffs from window. This action was repeated in
every period in V13 which made it a wanted section.
Yes there were some emotional moments when we V13ians
had to get parted in grade XII but grade XII turned to be
more exciting. As I was tall, in fact very tall with some
beard in face, my name was assigned in B13 as ‘Dai’. And
in same section B13, there I met a guy named Sagar

Lamichhane. This guy was really amazing. He used
to irritate every teacher with his stupid actions and
there were bunch of guys who used to support him.
Ashim (funnel), Pradip, Brajesh (Jyapu), Prabesh
(dai) and many more. I really wanna thank Sagar
because without him B13 would simply have been
boring. The shy face of Pradip Shah while teasing
him, childish talk of Benju, laughing style of Maria,
Sarad asking questions to teachers, ‘kichkandi
laughing style’ of Rishikesh, activeness of Ritu Shah,
silent and serious face of Sushma, how B13ians
used to say –’Suraj’. Really I am gonna miss this a
lot and most interesting is doing hurr… in RKS sir’s
period.
Along with these, I’ll also remember the teachings
which Prasadi Academy has taught me. it has taught
me how to be independent, it has made me able,
confident, decisive and a person who can find the
way to success in his life. Via this writing, I wanna
salute to Hamal sir, without whom organic chemistry
would have been sanskrit for me. salute to RPY sir
and his teaching styles, salute to RKS sir’s hard
work, salute to SSA ma’am love, salute to GT sir’s
friendly behavior, Salute to SKL sir’s motivating
dialog, salute to MDM ma’am’s approach to make
our writing style the best one, salute to YKG sir’s
some good speeches and yes salute to Bikram sir
and Prasadi Academy for being a Prasad to me.

Proud to be a Prasadian.
Prabesh Raj Lamichhane

XII Science B13
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ABOUT PRASADI
My life changed a lot; so much so that the old self
does not recognize me of now. The day, which was
first blue, has become dark as the night continues
to stay. The world seems so happy but sorrow
spreads quickly and everyone becomes sad. The
clock’s been ticking on day and night and time is
passing by. I wish I could stop time so that the new
day would not come. Each and every second that
ticks away, intensifies the sorrow of separation. It
feels as if I joined Prasadi just the day before carrying
my heavy bag with all my books. But time has flown
away so quickly that it is now time to bid a goodbye.
It was you all who brought a smile on my face when
I was in pain, always walking beside me, protecting,
guiding and supporting me.

The memorable moments we shared are the ones I
cherish the most: the laughter, the arguments, the
mischief, the great feeling after completing and

submitting homeworks, one of the greatest achievements
here. And, of course all of our subject teachers and time
spent during their classes, all of these gather a feeling of
happiness. As I step out, I feel nothing will be same again.
Even when we won’t be together, there won’t be single
thing in this world that would take my memories in Prasadi
away from me.

And, our teachers, thanks a lot for bearing freaks like us
for about two years but yet so dear. We thank all teachers
and staffs without whom we would never be complete. Last
but not the least we thank our chief sir, without his ideas
and efforts we would have been nowhere and who have
energy and strength to move on which will always keep
our Prasadi’s height above.

These words aren’t enough to express how I feel. I just
wish this night is a little longer than it normally would be.

Will always be a true Prasadian.
Kripashree Dhakal

XII Science B12
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I WILL EVEN MISS YOU MY
PRASADI
I don’t know why I am feeling very bad, very lonely to
say goodbye to Prasadi, where my two years passed
in a second. I found a dynamic environment in Prasadi
which transfigured me from a child to adult within two
years. I’m sure not only me but also all the Prasadians
can’t forget any moments of these two years in Prasadi
Academy. These memories will forever make us feel
fresh. I will never forget my teachers, BBP sir, KBP
sir, SH sir, SBS sir, YKG sir, JPY sir, RNM sir, RPY
sir, NA sir, BP sir, CSG sir, GT sir, RKS sir, RT sir,
BPP sir, RKN sir, URT sir, RL ma’am, CR ma’am, BA
ma’am, AD ma’am MDM ma’am and so on. Also I will
miss Rita ma’am, Sushila ma’am, library ma’am, lab
ma’am, Yonjan ma’am Megh Raj sir, Gyanmaya didi,
Prem dai and all others whose name I don’t know.

My friends and my moments with my friends will always
be in memory. There is a separate pleasure in being a
Prasadian. We, the students of V11 and A8 enjoyed a
lot in class XI and XII respectively. Some dialogs of
teachers will forever sound in our mind and heart. RT
sir’s, “Oe…, lu ta do it…, you grass…, Remember if a
problem is always a problem then the problem is not
the problem you are the problem. BPP sir’s “so how
to do?... Mr. Sheshraj… talai ta…”. RRG sir’s ironical
and humorous speech and lectures. AD ma’am’s
“Herana, Gadha haru”, RB mam’s anger. RPY sir’s
“look at… observe it as well as absorb it… Thailand…”
RKS’s “no do, no do… no talk, no talk… hey …” .
CSG sir’s ok! GT sir’s …A…uth… suppose… Hamal
sir’s ambiguous lectures, “Talai ghas…” I will cut

your…marks. YKG sir’s “Simplest and jhurest,
A Babu…” BBP sir’s “Haa… students… bhan
na bhan…” KBP sir’s “Jhappa… redox rxn…” .
URT sir “Antaskaran … chhatta… khyal gar you”
RL ma’am’s “daka haru”.

Mockery of teachers and other unnecessary
sounds by friends was full of humor and satire.
All those days of fun passed but they will always
remain in my memory and remembrance. Picnic
was full of fun and non-stop wild dance with
friends in group was very fantastic and amusing.
I never enjoyed as much before as I enjoyed
dance in picnic. Unexpected chocolate from
chief was very surprising. I wish I could undo
my past. I love Prasadi and I’m proud to be a
Prasadian.

Sheshraj Chaudhary
XII Science A8
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PRASADIAN’S VOICE
Finding the right memory for us is essential to
experience success in college. Prasadi Academy
is the biggest platform for each student to learn
differently, the strict rules and regulations are very
effective for providing the average student the best
chance to learn subject matter.

Studying subject matter is not a basic human
behavior. Most people are not good at studying or
learning new material over the long term. Finding
the best college i.e. Prasadi Academy for students
has become a study in itself. In Prasadi, there are
even classes for those student who want to be better
studiers. Prasadi Academy teaches students how
to take notes, study for tests, take tests and apply
their education to the real world. This helps students
to have a better college experience and actually
learn something in their classes.
 How could I forget my first day in the college, my
kool and funny friends and my dear teachers. Yeah,
I remember JPY sir saying, “nani babu haru la vhana
ta”, RPY sir saying, “observe as well as absorb”,
RL ma’am saying, “malai tundikhel ko neta
nabanauna”, YKG sir saying, “most simplest and
jhurest”, SSA ma’am saying, “halla nagarana”, SK
ma’am saying, “halla nagari padha ta, natra bhaye
…,” SH sir’s hilarious jokes, RKN sir’s threatening
voice, “pitai khancha”, RRG sir and URT sir with
their funny faces… hahaha!

Speech delivered by chief was superb!
Lastly, true friends like Dimpii, Dikshu, Praku, Uru,
Saharee… are hard to find. They are like my precious gift
in Prasadi. Guys!!! Hope you have an amazing day! You
have stuck by my side so I would like to say thank you for
that. I want you to remember that I will always be there for
you, whatever the weather or time…
How amazing it is, time runs very fast and we are unknown
about it. Hats off to my Prasadi!!
Well Prasadi!! It’s time to bid you good bye…
“Proud to be a Prasadian”.

Anisha Ghimire
XII Science B10
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MEMORIES OF PRASADI
ACADEMY
The first day of my college life was really boring probably
because we all were new to each other. We got to know all
the friends by and by. Then the days started becoming
much more interesting. I have collected some bitter and
many sweet memories from V10 (XI) to A6 (XII) studying at
Prasadi Academy.
As we got aquainted with each other I began to talk with
them a lot. In grade 11, my bench partners were Rabindra
and Bikesh, who were good to me. We three used to talk
a lot and teased each other in every period but mostly in
English and Biology periods. The funniest event I remember
was sleeping in English period, the teacher caught me
and told me to answer the questions. The teachers were
also very good too. Eventually days passed, weeks passed,
months passed and whole year passed. I was upgraded
from grade 11 to grade 12 (A6) where I met many new
friends. As I was from maths group, I knew many of my
friends from bio group too. At the time of exams, the seat
plans were made so I came to know many more new friends.
Some of the memorable dialogue of some teachers are:
RKN sir: ‘Jhappad layera’
RPY sir: ‘You fan side boys…’ and ‘you dirty mind…’
YKG sir: ‘You are right… but not’
SBH sir: ‘I will cut your… tongue’
URT sir: ‘Yaad gareau hai…’
GT sir: ‘Kasto raixa…’
BPP sir: ‘Padh natra feri mero round kick khalas’

RKS sir: Binesh badi na ho hai ta…’ (just for fun)
I can never forget the caricature of cartoons done by
Hemant and also those talking, cracking jokes and
laughing loudly in class. Ohh!! How can I forget
Aayushi, a shy girl but very sweet. The most
memorable day was picnic and that wild dance.
Rejina, Susanta and Aashriti  danced wonderfully
but we boys Hemant, Sushil and me danced in hawa.
But miss those masti done with our mitra. Every
one of our group enjoyed a lot I hope.
Now, finally the day has come to bid good bye to
Prasadi and become ‘ex-Prasadian’. I thank college
staff and mostly GT sir and URT sir who were the
inspiration for me and encouraged me a lot.
Thank you Prasadi Academy for giving me such a
chance to meet and make new friends.
Love you all!!!

Sawan Kumar Baskota
XII Science A6
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JOURNEY IN PRASADI
After completing SLC, I was very confused about
choosing college. Fortunatly, I got to know that
Prasadi Academy as the best college for higher
study. So, I joined Prasadi. When I first entered
Prasadi, I was totally nervous as the environment,
teachers, friends were completely new to me. But
as time passed, I found them friendly and Co-
operative.
My journey in Prasadi started from V11. Even
Though I felt uncomfortable in the beginning. I found
Sneha, Sweta, Rejina, Aashriti… as my best friends.
We shared many things, we cared for each other,
and we had a lot of fun together. We didn’t know
how this year passed.
Then, in grade XII, we all were scattered in different
sections. I was in B10. Being separated from each
others, we felt so sad. But as time passed, I found
B10 similar to V11, full of fun. All those gossips,
fun, those bags checking, and homework checking
were unforgettable.
SH sir’s Tomatoes! I will cut your neck, write 500
examples… really he was so awesome and full of
entertainment.
KBP sir’s: Jhyappa lagara…coffer instead of

copper, haha!
RL ma’am: Galti ley mistake vayo
RPY sir’s: observe it as well as absorb it; where

attention goes, there energy flows and
that thing grows!!

URT sir’s: smiling face

BPP sir’s: I will give you a round kick
RT sir’s: Ghaass haru…
RKN sir’s: put formula and get the answer

I am never going to hear these all dialogues hereafter. All
these things were most memorable.

Oh! How can I forget the fun which I had in picnic… all
those poses, and those dances were unforgettable.
Being a Prasadian, I feel so proud because this Academy
taught me to be punctual, disciplined, hard working. Chief
sir’s inspiring words helped me a lot to labour hard. I am
sure if I hadn’t joined this academy, I would have missed
many lessons in my life. I feel proud to be called a
Prasadian but also I am feeling sad because from today
onwards, I would be called an ex-Prasadian.

Lastly, since it’s time to say goodbye to Prasadi, I would
like to thank Prasadi family from inner core of my heart.
Proud to be a Prasadian!!!

Asmita K.C.
XII Science B10
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PRASADI, A BOON TO ME

Knowingly or unknowingly, the first day in Prasadi
Academy was my best day ever. The best day in the sense
that I got associated with Prasadi on that day, the best +2
institution of Nepal. After passing 10th, we all have a wish
to read in a college which tends to encourage us, provide
us appropriate knowledge and teach us discipline and
manner.

I’m very thankful to Bikram sir for establishing such an
institution which could show a human how to walk on right
path. I’m also thankful and speechless towards the work
and hard labour done by BPP,URT and GT sir being fully
dedicated for maintaining the quality and reputation of
college. They’re always on their way to teach us meaning
of life. The teachers and staffs of Prasadi, all are hard
working and they always try their best in manufacturing
quality students.

The 2 years journey in Prasadi was the best journey of
mine because here I have learnt different aspects of life.
The system to study and the peaceful environment in
Prasadi are the plus points for this institution. The different
strict activities like homework checking, bag and hair
checking, giving punishment to students who made
mistake, making students stand near notice board whole

day, etc. all  seemed rubbish to me in the very
beginning but now I have understood the importance
of those phenomena.

I’m really gonna miss the talks and teaching style
of teachers like SH, RPY, RKS, KBP, RKN, YKG,
RL, URT, BPP, RRG, RT etc. In this 2 year journey
I’ve made many new friends. That moment when all
teachers used to say that section A11 is worst among
all, we all students of A11 used to feel proud. My
friends (Ashish K.C., Saurav, Sagar, Dhiraj, Ujjawal,
Ashok, Aashriti, Arjun, Pradeep, etc.) all were always
with me. The time we spent together were the best
time for me. And the best memorable moment was
the picnic day for us. I’m really gonna miss my
college days.

At last, I want to end my words saying that “the
body of a human is lifeless without a soul and a
soul without a proper knowledge, manner, humanity
and dedication. So I thank Prasadi for making my
life meaningful and a soul to my body. I love Prasadi
and at last I must say that “I am proud to be a
Prasadian”.

Prashant Singh
XII Science A11
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TWO YEARS LIFE IN PRASADI

It seems yesterday that I entered this institution as
a regular student. Today, I also remember that crowd
of students who were searching their sections on
the notice board. I ultimately found my section that
was V10. It was a unique section because the
students got 50 minutes earlier leave on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday while other
section students were busy in learning and writing.
I entered my class and as all the benches of girl’s
row were already packed by the girls except 1st

bench. I went and sat there. Soon after, chief entered
the class and called two girls who were in the last
bench to sit with me in 1st bench. Hahaha I
remember how I introduced myself to Deepshikha
and Laxmi. I am really luckiest person in this world
that I have got you two together. There were some
other friends like Manju (musi), Pratikshya (sorry
but don), Sunita (lutepie), Anisha (lovely), Sahara
(lovable) and many others. The most precious thing
that I got from grade 11 was Laxmi and Dipsika.
Taking exams, and enjoying our regular classes and
holidays and finally grade 11 finished. But our
friendship remained the same in grade 12 too. We
used to come early in the college, chatted for
minutes outside the canteen, ate vigorously in break
time and waited for each other after the college was
over. The grade 12 was little different from grade 11
and fortunately my section again ended with 10 that
was B10. In grade 12, I found that I was not only

Psycho but there are many more. Salina (pyari Sallu),
Shreya (our biggest item), Shefali (lovable), Smriti (Cute
pie), and Manisha (loveliest Mannu) these were who
became close to me in grade 12. How can I forget that
jokes crackled by Sudhir, Riwaj, Prabin, Rishikesh in grade
11 and Adhish, Pranat, Vinit, Peter in grade 12. Most
awesome moment of my life was the college picnic, wild
dance and playing antrarkshi in the bus while returning
from picnic. The teachers who were just fabulous in grade
11 and 12. The teachers made us read and write although
we were tired and as they do a lot for us we also think that
we should do and we ultimately did it. Especially the class
of RPY sir, SBH sir, RRG sir, URT sir, GT sir SSA mam
and RL mam was really encouraging. I will never find
teachers like them in my life. By the end of grade 12, I
found my other best friend (Thunduk) and so I want to say
that Prasadi has given me a lot. I want to say that Prasadi
has given me quality education, loving  teachers and
friends. Finally, now it’s time to leave Prasadi. I really don’t
want to be ex-Prasadian but it is the fact we have to accept
it. So, it’s difficult to say but I have to say bye Prasadi. I
am really proud to be a Prasadian.

Shweta Chaudhary
XII Science B10
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PRASADI: A JOURNEY OF A
LIFETIME

Why are you studying in Prasadi? Everyone from my friends
to my relatives asked me this question when I told them
that I was studying in Prasadi. When I was in school I and
my friends heard that Prasadi was the strictest school in
+2 levels. Nevertheless, I decided to study here. I found
this institution to be simple and I liked it. It was simple and
had a good environment for studying. It was quite the
opposite to my previous school where we had countless
functions, extra-activities and all, and maybe that only I
found it difficult to study in my initial days in here.

When I was in grade 11 I thought that I would  leave Prasadi
in grade 12 and go somewhere else as I couldn’t enjoy
here. I had to travel from a far distance changing two
vehicles and trust me it used to be very hectic and tiresome.
But as the time passed and I came in grade 12, I started
to put aside my problems in Prasadi and thought that it’s
just one more year here and then I will be out of here and
I would never have to look back here again. But as my
days in Prasadi are coming to an end, I look back and
realize that Prasadi is actually a place for you. The friends
I made here, the teachers in Prasadi and every single
moment happy or sad will always stay with me and I will
cherish them as long as I can. Especially, to the teachers
who have taught me I would like to thank them for putting
on their best efforts in helping me to thrive. I know that I
have disappointed them at times and would also beg them
to forgive me for those times. I would also like to give my
best wishes to all my friends for everything they aspire to
do in their lives. I feel sad that I will not spend more time
with them after we bid our goodbye in Prasadi.

Some other things that I will never be able to forget
are teachers’ hilarious and ever top dialogues. The
best canteen samosa’s which literally used to bring
saliva from your mouth and of course the legendary
Prasadi picnic that I can’t take off from my mind
even right now while I’m writing this. To all my juniors
who will hopefully be reading this. “Please, don’t
think that the Prasadi picnic is overrated just go
and see for yourself”. I am absolutely sure you will
enjoy it.

Well, as we know every journey has to end. Hence
my journey in Prasadi is also ending to start another
voyage in our lives. I would like to say at last that
Prasadi is fun for studying and I can’t imagine a
better place than Prasadi. So, I bid my farewell to
everyone in Prasadi while I travel to a new place, a
new day and to a better future all thanks to Prasadi.

Bibhas Shrestha
XII Science B12
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FLASH BACK TO PRASADI
The time of leaving Prasadi Academy has come but
it seems I came to this college just yesterday. Now,
I think time waits for no one. These two years have
passed so fast giving me some great memories and
friends.
I still can remember the 4th Shrawan, first day of our
college. I searched my name on notice board and
went to class V6, there I met Yuvraj, Alok, Sanace,
Animesh for the first time. We began to talk but
others were sitting silently, only few were talking.
Then SJ came to our class, gave us Prasadi
Academy calendar, routine and rule, after 15
minutes she began to teach. Most of the students
were feeling bored including me. Then I thought
Prasadi was too strict as told by my brother. Then
new friends were made that turned class like a gang.
After that, environment was too different as
compared to the first day. Then days passed, class
was full of enjoyment. Boys were all frank and
friendly.
I think best part of Prasadi is doing homework and
20 minutes break time. When I look at my copies I
am really surprised, that I did so much task just in
these two years. 20 minutes break time seems short
but it was a great time for us doing homework,
practicals, having Chat with friends, eating samosa
tarakari.
Taking retest was a great experience, I passed other
subjects excluding Physics. I took the retest of

Physics for four times. As I had got exactly 15 marks in
Physics I had to study RPY sir’s extra physics class which
was really nice. We could solve numerical ourselves and
physics began to seem very easy. In this class friends
were Amish, Ronald, Ronish, Sahil, Robin, Sanish. Due to
their company, 12 was very friendly my days in Prasadi
were much friendlier and enjoyable.

In class 12, only Saurav, Biplov, Dipak and Harish were in
B10 from V6. After seat planning of GT sir, my seat was
with Shital and Ashish who were too friendly. Peter, Susan
and Shishir were in back. Binit and Prabhat rarely came to
college. Adhish and Pranat were too frank. Their name was
called almost by all teachers and RRG sir used to change
their places.
All the teachers were good but the word ‘ookkkaayye’ told
by CSG sir, jokes of SH related of ‘Govinda ji’, YKG sir
saying ‘it is very easy, yes? But not’. RL ma’am saying
malai tudikhelko neta nabanao hai’ RPY sir saying connect
here, ‘observe it, as well as absorb it’, the way JPY sir
called my name I will always remember. SP, SJ, SK can
never be forgotten. URT sir and GT sir were too friendly. All
the periods of our teachers will be heartily missed in
upcoming days.

These two years in Prasadi have given me lots of memories
and experience. I am thankful and grateful to the teachers
and non-teaching staffs of Prasadi Academy. And now time
has come for painful departure. I wish we could enjoy more
days in Prasadi. Do not lose your hope and enjoy in Prasadi.
Prasadi is the best part of my life. ‘Proud to be a Prasadian’.

Prakash Rawat
XII Science B10
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IN PRASADI AND ITS
MEMORIES

My first experiences in Prasadi started when I entered in
Prasadi  Academy for the first time. The first day of mine in
Prasadi Academy is still fresh. I still remember my first
day in class V13 section where chief sir himself came
with a long sheet of paper of rules and regulation to be
followed within Prasadi Academy. At first I was too scared
by seeing such an environment where everyone was living
sincerely and in discipline but now I have understood that
choosing Prasadi Academy among many colleges of valley
was my best decision I’ve ever made. Really I feel much
proud to be called myself Prasadian among other.

My mind and heart are full of all memories and moments
which I had spent within two years in Prasadi Academy.
Prasadi Academy taught me the art of living. I was shy
boy with less confident when I first entered Prasadi but
Prasadi has developed confident in me to do something in
life and to achieve the goal.

How can I forget the time when we friend used to enjoy
ourselves in class by talking, gossiping, making fun at

one other? How is it possible to forget when chief
sir used to come in class and inspire us with real
meaning of life? These all moments are never gonna
be forgotten.

I made many friends in Prasadi within two years. I
think they are my unforgettable friend of my whole
life. I love all my friends. They made my two years
amazing. I love all the teachers who taught us in
two years in XI and XII. They all are friendly and best
experienced teachers. I will never forget Hamal sir,
RKS sir, SSA mam, SK mam, YKG sir, MDM mam,
RPY sir and their amazing lecture. Really they are
the ones who helped me to develop courage in mind.
Their dialogs while teaching are unforgettable.

At last I want to say that I enjoyed these two years
a lot. I got to learn about life, people, nature and
many more. At last I would like to thank all respected
teachers and my loving friends who supported me,
inspired me and cared me throughout the year.

Pradip Kumar Sah
XII ScienceB13
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MEMORIES THAT CANNOT
JUST FADE AWAY

The first day I entered the Prasadi Academy as
Prasadian was quite normal. But soon the fun and
wonderful moments with my V11 friends and
teachers made my Prasadian life wonderful. Surprise
bag checking, day to day hair checking, unexpected
seat planning check, book checking, no  Prasadian
can forget those moments.

The most enjoyable moments in class was the time
when chief sir entered class with filmy examples
along with his short, fantastic and inspiring lectures.
Who can forget the awesome teaching style of SH
sir and his jokes. Instant smile from GT sir was
also fantastic. I can’t forget these dialogs from some
teachers

RT sir: Are you following me?

RB ma’am: No shouting, no clapping and no
hooting in Prasadi Academy

RPY sir: Observe as well as absorb it, sakigo!
(After doing numerical)

YKG sir: (after giving numerical problems) this
is the simplest and jhurest question,
finished?

RKS sir: This is live, live. So look.

AD ma’am: Are you getting me boys and girls?

SK ma’am Ae! which group chat of B12 is
named, ae B12

KBP sir: Jhyappa!

The moments in B12 in grade 12 is the most memorable.
No B12 students can forget the calling of Swarnim as
sodium, and Prasanata as Prasant by KBP sir.
Conversation (better call verbal fight) between Risikesh and
RL ma’am was too funny. Time spent with Raj, Lochan,
Bibhas, Aayush (Karn and Bhattrai), Sharad, Ram, Srijan,
Krishna, those moments is not out of my mind. Yes sir! (in
amazing voice) of Ram Shah, everyone just liked it. Picnic
dance, wasn’t it awesome guys?

It is very painful that after 2 fantastic years in Prasadi
Academy, we are about to leave it. 2071/11/29 is soon and
from this day, no V11, no B12, no those moments with
friends, no dialogues from teachers,………
Willingly or unwillingly we have to face this day ….
Proud to be Prasadian,

Birat Basnet
XII Science B12
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MY ROLLER-COASTER
RIDE IN PRASADI ACADEMY

“Prasadi Academy”, my dream college, about which I came
to know through the internet while searching top-10
colleges of Nepal. Since this college was very first in the
list, my eyes were targeting to pass out its entrance exam
and have a beautiful +2 career in Prasadi.

However, I still remember the unforgettable moments after
admission. I always had my eyes filled with pride because
I was admitted to the No. 1 and best college of Nepal
Prasadi Academy.

The first day of my +2 career started from the last week of
Asadh. In fact Asadh 28, 2070 to be more precise as I
headed towards my class, simply the best; V10. The class
was simply awesome, it was at the centre and it became
easier for us to go to the canteen, play table tennis during
break to the reception, to the gate and of course to the
toilet as well- likewise, we had normal classes on the first
3 days of the week, but only the V10 students went home
an hour before on the other 3 days. We were supposed to
be lucky.

The first day-the only thing I remember is nothing! I just
sat on the third last bench, being quiet and monologue
with own self on how to make those unknown persons as
my friends. I was really surprised  and shocked when I
came to know that we had to study the last 2 periods on
the very first day of college life. Though first day went
unpleasant, I am proud of myself that I was never punished
or had my name written on notice board for hair by GT sir.
By the time first year passed, I had made lots of friends
and had cherished each and every moment with them.

My life raised me to next level when I entered grade XII
B13with many new faces and some previous ones as well.
I was very  sad when same section students from XI were
not allowed to sit together. But, after wards, all became

my friend. I had great memories with Ashim (funnel,
Takle), Sagar (Ghas), Prabesh (Dai, Khambe, ‘Dale’
steyn), Pradip (PK, MD), Sulav(Sulu), Diwash (Gai),
Pradip (lyang lyang), Sushant (Alqaida). Making
noise, spending time, singing songs and eating
biscuits and ground nuts (badam) with them in class
were some moments to be cherished and cracking
jokes all day, too.

Well, talking about teachers, they’re funny and
friendly natured personnels. They’re like our second
parents. However, I’ve made list of funny dialogues
of teachers.
RKN sir: Put the value, get the ans, that’s the

trick. Bhaa…ta!
Hamal sir: Sagar!! Where’s your… hand? Put your

hand on desk.
RPY sir: Boys connected or not? Screw it.

Smartly said. Boys, dirty minded.
RKS sir : Here’s also vacant space… yes?
SKS sir: Keep quiet, don’t talk only listen. Hey!

Hey! Why laughing why? Stand up.
Panthi sir: See the derivative.
AD ma’am: I’ll punish you, understood you, listen

you (only you you you)
YKG sir: simplest and jhurest question, yes? But

not.
JPY sir: Babu nani ho! Yeta sonata… (Corner

boy stand up …)
Finally the time has come 2071/11/29, the day to
leave Prasadi, eyes full of tears, will miss lectures
of Hamal sir, MDM ma’am RPY, JPY sir. Chief Sir,
though we’re scared of you, but wanna say that we
like your inspiring speeches. Thank you sir from core
of my heart and to Prasadi also. Bye! Bye!
“Proud to be a Prasadian”

Rishikesh Shah
XII Science B13
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THE PRASADIAN PHASE OF LIFE- A TRANSITION FROM AN
ORDINARY STUDENT TO AN OUTSTANDING STUDENT

I entered Prasadi Academy as an ordinary child but
as my days passed on, I felt a kind of change in me
and it was completely intentional. Being a student
from an average school, I thought that it would be
quite challenging to complete with the students of
the valley. But after I was admitted to the institution,
I stayed consistent on my work. After completing
my homework and other tasks, every day I gave at
least two hours to study the things though. The result
was easily observable in my involvement in the class
while in grade XI. And the grade XII internal
examinations results were the best evidence.

Distractions are always there. Being a human it is
very natural that we like having fun with friends. But,
this gives momentary satisfaction only. If you set a
target in life and work on it with full faith, distractions
easily disappear. Whenever I attended marriage
parties and anything as such, I made sure that I
studied for at least an hour after returning late night.
This resulted in a habit i.e. now I don’t get asleep
until I’ve spent some time with my text books and
I’m very proud of this habit.

Teachers only guide in life but it’s you and only you who
can anticipate in study and make yourself a pride of your
parents, family, teachers and institution, too. But, one can
hardly achieve his/ her goal if he/ she doesn’t listen to the
precious advice of the teachers. They are experienced
enough to point out your mistakes very easily. I suggest,
one should always listen to the teachers and he/she should
never feel bad of their hard words spoken sometimes.
Actually, they make one know about himself/ herself in a
very effective way.

My message:

Set a target; work on it with full anticipation and faith. And
consistency is a must. Your dream will be much smaller
one day in your view, and you’ll have another one then.
Whenever you feel depressed, consult no one other than
your parents, some guardians and few friends, who are
very good at giving good advices.

Also mind that you make your work much interesting. The
best example is Mr. Sundar Hamal. Making your work
interesting lets you never feel tired of doing it and you get
a kind of satisfaction by doing it, then.

Hemant Jain
XII Science A6
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PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN
Prasadi Academy is a dream for many students. Among
those students I was also there with a real dream  to enroll
in this Academy. After completion of this event of so called
‘dream’, my mind was fired on questions such as, ‘how
my teachers are going to be and all.  These stupid
questions really made me forget about the rumors of
Prasadi Academy being a cell for students. The rumors
were half true. The rules which were maintaining its
discipline made it worse imaginable scenario for outsiders.
Leaving these all aside, as a usual class first day of a new
school would have been, the college first day was similar
to it. The first day was very boring as none had a single
idea about others. Slowly everyone started to get along
and soon enough days became a part of life.
The days passed on and classes started being fun. The
gestures of BBP sir, ‘Jhayapa’ of KBP sir. Error’s in speech
of RB ma’am and lectures of Hamal sir which never missed
laughter and endless writing. The best part among these
days was the break time. It was like a survival game, with
a time limit and mostly applied the law of ‘survival of the
fittest’.

XI
Mgmt

E4

Hemant’s caricatures cannot be forgotten, Seshraj
never spoke a Nepali word during the entire session.
Time flew on like from first time dawn to dusk and
classes started to become own more exciting. It
might have been because we now had known the
rules. Among most of the periods, English classes
were the best as we always intentionally had a row
with each other.
Soon when things got out of hand, MDM ma’am’s
reactions were truly worth witnessing.
Finally, the day of picnic was the most memorable.
My full confidence of not dancing a single step was
changed when those almighty beats took one the
atmosphere in an instant. Dancing until we could
no more and the best was Guru sir was pulled inside
and forced to dance with all of us. That entire day,
the beats never let us go and we never let it down.
The clock might have stopped ticking for us to remain
and experience lot more within the academy’s
premises but these memories won’t just fade away
as I am and will always be Proud to be a Prasadian

Binesh Sharma
XII Science A6
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BEST MEMORIES IN
PRASADI

How can I forget that glorious moment, when I first
entered Prasadi Academy with Namuna (my school
mate). My very first day in Prasadi was good. I found
our teachers very interesting and thought my 2 years
would be awesome for sure. But after few days I
became familiar with the rules and regulations of
Prasadi. I found this college different from others.
Bag checking, surprise book checking and of course
homework and homework. My class XI just passed
out doing homeworks and making friends. And I will
never forget each and every classes of SBH sir, BBP
sir and JPY sir. Luckily, Namuna (kanchu), Manisha
(manu), Sony (with smiley face), Bipana (Bipu) and
Dikshya (Dikshu) were the people who made my
class XI memorable. Our intimacy became deeper
in class XII although we were in different sections.
Fortunately, Manisha was my bench mate in class
XII. It was really exciting. I still remember the first
day of class XII. It was really exciting. SBS sir was
teaching us. I really enjoyed his class whole year.
Then I met Smriti (esmi). She was really a sweet
girl with long and beautiful hair. As time passes by
Esmi, Mannu and I became very close friends and
bench mates. It was very interesting to be 1st

benchers whole year. I am very grateful to SBH sir
who improved my organic chemistry. In class XI, I
was totally unknown about org. chemistry. But in
class XII I was much more familiar with it. Gossiping
in class, (cracking jokes with Sweta (pappu),

Shephali (sweet and friendly) and Shreya (fantastic item),
eating sweet tiffin in class, laughing talking with mannu,
Sudden and funny talks of Esmi, funny classes of SBH
sir, all the boys who made us laugh so much by their
funny deeds, classes of RPY sir, GT sir, URT sir, KBP
sir and RRG sir and wild dance in Picnic…. I’m gonna
miss these all so much. Last but not the least I want to
thank Prasadi Academy with my all heart for better
education and inspiration.

Salina Dahal
XII Science B10
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MEMORY IN PRASADI

The first time when I entered the Prasadi Academy. I found
the environment quite different from other schools. The first
commitment of chief sir that gave us about our school rules
and class routine. I found the rules of Prasadi Academy
quite different from other one. The educational environment
and way of teaching in P.A. is unique and impressive. Really
chief sir is the manager because the  manager must
manage. He always manages to get things done. Actually
the credit of our success in +2 level goes to teachers and
especially our chief sir. I am thankful to my teachers I like
the way how chief sir helps to our study and his guidance.
I realize that chief sir has good leadership skills. He always
gives us information  to work hard.

I can’t forget all those funny, interesting and
impressive classes of teachers and their dialogues:
SH sir: J bhaya pani keta haru janee xan
YKG sir: it is very easy. Temi lai yati pani audaina.
KBP sir: uuu…boye
SBS sir: yo yes yo I am taking with you
JPY sir: babu nani ho, sapana ma pani na bhulne…
RPY sir: where attention goes there energy flows.
GT sir: padna man nabhay you may go out natra

dhayan deey…

Talking with Panthi sir during break time is
memorable  in Prasadi Academy. Proud to be
Prasadian. Thank to all teachers.

Dharmendra Dhami
XII Science B10
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WHY PRASADI?

“Simplicity is the best” a proverb that draws attention
of every single person. It’s a big deal for every SLC
passed students to choose the best college among
the best ones. Holding certificate of SLC with
distinction creates a dilemma in every students’ mind
whether to join one college or the other. It was so
for me as well. I didn’t waste my time much- I joined
Prasadi.

Other students might have been attracted by the
infrastructural facilities of other institutions and so
may be the reason they didn’t choose Prasadi.
Spending 2 years in Prasadi has provided me every
kind of satisfaction that a student needs to have
with their institutional centre. Occupied with well

qualified teachers, the environment is perfectly suitable for
the student who only wants perfection from the college. In
the beginning, every student may have felt the burden of
homeworks and practical works. As the time passed, the
value of time is well explained by the habit of regular
homework submission. Homework stuffs are all for a
hardworking and competitive student. These all may be
the reason why Prasadi is chosen as the best college with
best academic results.

You will never know why Prasadi is good for your future
unless and until you join here in Prasadi. It’s not only my
opinion but rather it’s everyone’s who have studied so far
and spent some particular moment and time in Prasadi.

Always, Proud to be a Prasadian…
Raj Chaudhary

XII Science B12
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MEMORABLE MOMENT
College time comes and goes like a wind, what is left
behind is a bunch of memories which you cherish for the
rest of your lives.
Today, its time to leave Prasadi. The feeling of leaving
Prasadi is sad one but it’s time to say hardest goodbye.
But the memories I had with my friends and teachers during
these two years will never fade away. My heart is full with
all those memories I had in Prasadi Academy.
I cannot forget these two years of my life where I have
collected lots of cheering moments. I still remember doing
lots of home work till midnight, unexpected bag checking
from teachers. Thank god, they won’t trouble us anymore
but seriously I’m gonna miss it too. Who could forget that
memorable day…?
The picnic day or rainy day, when we danced whole day. It
was probably the best day ever.
Prasadi has given me lots of things to take further in my
life. I’ll miss my beautiful friend Eureka and my cutest friend

Sujata who always supported me throughout the
year. As we have spent lots of time with each other.
The relation has got much strong. And yah, I will
never forget my friends of R7 because the section
R7 was really awesome for me with lots of friends
with whom I really got very close. Among them Anita,
Monika, Priyanka, Riken, Lijan, Ria, Biki were really
frank and nice to me. I would like to thank them
because they were always there to make my each
and every moment awesome. Every day in Prasadi
with my craziest friends is my best memories. Hugs,
I will miss you all!
Finally I would like to thank all my teachers, chief
sir and my friends who supported and encouraged
me throughout the year. Heartily, I wanna say college
life is the best time of your life. You’ll not remember
the class time but you will remember the time you
wasted hanging out with frenz. So, don’t miss it and
don’t ruin it either. Live it all!

Asha Dhamala
XII Mgmt. C8
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BUDDIES FOR LIFE
Let’s start with Nasala
Whose name sounds like ‘masala’
A girl who is and will be always me
I love her till my last breath.
Then is Ojaswee, the Newari girl,
Whose front hair is always in curls.
After her is Sajish, the funniest person,
‘Baakaa’ is what we call each other.
Prajwol, a very good friend
And yeah, no one knows when his talking will end!
Then comes Riju, the constant topper
Who seems serious but actually is a party rocker.
Bipana and Aakriti are the cutest of all
Whenever I see them I go with the world “Aww Barbie dolls”.
Rikita, the most prettiest girl. Looking at her I always
Wish I could be just like her.
The one with the sweetest smile
Is Litish who is always by my side.
Mukesh, whom I call Mike, taught me to smile
Even if there are hard ships in life.
Last but not the least is Riken
A name that rhymes so good with chicken
A handsome guy indeed, without any greed.
I am what I am because they are by my side
And I swear I don’t wanna lose anyone of them
From my life!

Nikita Sthapit
XII Mgmt. C13

MY JOURNEY AS A
PRASADIAN
“Time and tides waits for none.” A decade is even
short time to learn and experience new things.
Well, this already is a long duration of two years
now.  Finally the moment to bid a goodbye has
arrived, the moment that holds my sentiments
and emotions, that fills my eyes full of tears and
brain full of golden memories.

I never knew the time shall pass so fast, as fast
as a blink of an eye, where my journey as
Prasadian would come to an end, the end where
I’ve to search a new beginning. The days spent
here in Prasadi were never a less than a dream,
a beautiful dream that one wishes to experience.

The fellow friends I’ve met, the knowledge that
I’ve gained, the energy that I obtained, the
thoughts that I’ve shared, the self respect and
trust that I’ve earned and the faith I’ve owned
among everyone makes me feel who I am today;
a proud Prasadian.

As memories never fade away, one such
memory is my life as a Prasadian and the days
I’ve spent here in the academy.
The inspiring teachers, the friendly and
encouraging chief sir’s lectures, the delightful
laughs and unending trust and care for friends
are beautiful memories that I shall never forget;
that has captured a special place in my heart.
Finally, I would like to thank everyone including
my parents for making my journey as Prasadian
a memorable past and inspiring present.
Thank you everyone! Thank you very much.
Proud to be a Prasadian.

Rabina Bhattarai
XII Mgmt. C13
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10 UNFULFILLED DESIRE
DURING MY STUDY IN
PRASADI ACADEMY

If I found god out of nowhere and if he asked my 3
wishes, then my 1st would be eight more wishes
and together they are listed as:
1. To see URT sir without his cap.
2. To climb up to the roof and see how does it

see.
3. To see students playing basket ball in

basketball court.
4. To experience complete silence in RKS sir

class.
5. To listen a ring from bell infront of college

building.
6. To sneak inside the rooms just beside the

time office and the entrance gate.
7. To see JPY sir without his bag and cap.
8. To walk through restricted area behind grade

XI class building.

Remaining two;
9. To attend a class of RPY sir in which he

doesn’t mention about himself,
10. Finally, to see boys and girls being seated in

the same bench.
 Sagar Bhandari
XII Science A11
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MY JOURNEY IN PRASADI
ACADEMY AS A
PRASADIAN
Life is like a book containing several chapters. When
one ends, new begins. And how the chapter of
Prasadi is about to close but the memories I had
with my friends and teachers during these two years
will be fresh, memorable in my mind till my last
breath. The memories of Prasadi are even the best
of all.
How amazing it is to know that time runs very fast
and we are unknown about it. I still remember the
first day to my college ‘Prasadi Academy’ just alone
unknown faces. Sadly, it’s time to say good bye.
These two years in Prasadi Academy as a Prasadian
passed like a blink of eyes. When I entered Prasadi
Academy on the first day, there were all new faces
and it was totally new environment for me. The
beginning was really difficult for me but as time
passed by, every-thing seemed normal. At the
beginning, I was quite afraid that if I’d able to be
friendly with them as with my school’s friends or
not. But they were even more friendly caring, helpful
and loving. Well! When I entered my class ‘R10’
then my journey started. There, at first, I met Smirti,
who was my first friend in college. I found there other
also loving, helpful and friendly, friends like Sangita,
Asmita, Nikita, Aabha, and many more. I really loved
the short lectures of Chief sir. The classes of SBH
sir, GT sir, SSA ma’am, BBP sir, KBP sir, SP ma’am
in grade 11 were really inspiring, encouraging and
grateful. How can I forget eating panipuri and
chatpate with Smirti, Asmita and Sangita. I will really
miss them a lot.
When I moved on to grade XII in section B7 from XI,
there were also new faces and slightly new

environment. I have got Asmita, Nikita, Aabha and other
friends also in my section around me. There in grade XII, I
found other more funny, helpful and friendly friends like
Pragya, Sristi, Karina, Sahara, Rachana and many more.
And I met other new teachers like RL ma’am, RRG sir, SK
ma’am, SKL sir, SKS sir, RKS sir, YKG sir, YKG sir whose
classes were really inspiring, encouraging, funny and
helpful. As friends and teacher are important parts of
student’s life. Prasadi Academy provided me the best
teachers and friends. They made my experience precious,
memorable and unforgettable. Especially, I never forget
eating panipuri and chatpate with my sweet friends Janisha,
Ritika and Sweta on the way to home. I will always
remember doing homework in canteen, reaching college
at first, talking with Asmita and Nikita in bio lab, eating
chocolate in classroom with Pragya and Sristi, dancing
with Pragya in picnic, laughing unnecessarily and many
more activities which are unexpressable. These each and
every moment will be memorable forever.
I want to give lots of thanks with love to Prasadi Academy
which has not only given me knowledge up to two years
but also taught me fabulous layers of education to fight
against the obstacles that come across our life enabling
us to meet our own destination. Prasadi gave me actually
what I wanted and Prasadi made me actually what I want
to be. Not only this, Prasadi has made me able, confident,
decisive, punctual and find the way to success in life which
really made me proud to be a Prasadian. Today, when I
have only few days to study in my college, a strange pain
deep inside troubles me. I wish today would be my first
day to college. Silent tears cover my eyes when I think
about the company of my friends and teachers. Today, I
have the courage to face the difficulties and I have
determination to touch the moon.
Thanks to Prasadi Academy.

Anisha Koirala
XII Science ‘B7’
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laugh. And also I found Sabin as my inspiring as
well as supportive friend. And Prabin as my common
friend in grade XI as well as grade XII who was there
to laugh with me in every funny situation. Time and
tides waits no one, hence,  my grade XII completed
too and it’s time to say good-bye to Prasadi
Academy.

I don’t know how fast these two years passed in
Prasadi but I have collected a lot of memories in
these couple of years from Prasadi as a Prasadian.
I will really miss Prasadi as well as Prasadian in my
life. I will also remember the picnic day and dance in
picnic at Tribhuwan Park as one of my best memory.
And chief sir’s motivating and inspiring words will be
forever in my heart. And I will never forget BPP sir
RPY sir, GT sir, Hamal sir, MDM mam, AD mam,
SSA mam, SK mam, RKS sir, in my whole life.

Thank you Prasadi…

I love Prasadi. Proud to be Prasadian.
Rabindra Kushwaha

XII Science A6

MY LIFE AS A PRASADIAN

I still remember my first day in Prasadi Academy. I was
quite afraid of the rules and regulations of Prasadi. Firstly
when I entered Prasadi I found some difficulty in searching
my classroom. But with the help of chief sir I found my
section. My name was in V10. When I first entered the
class, I was confused not knowing  where to sit so I took
last bench seat. Later, I found Sawan and Krishnakant as
my bench partners. In grade XI I was so nervous and
frightened of rules of college that I maintained discipline
even though we (me, Sudhir, Bidur, Krishnakant, Sushan,
Arpan, Prabin, Laxman) were so fond of cracking jokes.
V10 was famous funny section in grade XI. My grade XI
passed and I was promoted to grade XII. In grade XII I was
in section A6. In grade XII we all were little frank with
teachers and we knew almost all the students. In grade XII
I found Denish  and Batshal as my bench partners but
Batshal left the college. So Aayush became our bench
partner. In grade XII I started to enjoy my life in Prasadi.
We had unlimited fun in grade XII. Hemant, Prabin, Minesh,
Aishwant, Denish, Asmin, Aayush and Sanjeet were my
friends with whom I used to crack jokes and make everyone

XI
Sci
F3
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human nature to shy away from new changes in their life.
Memories of class 11 is all blur. I hardly recall it. But,
class 12 was a total blast. Not that it was fun all the time
but teaching and learning became kind of covalent bond
where both the team plays equal importance. And I will not
forget even one lecture of English. It is a kind of break
time for us from all these difficult subjects. Dedication of
teacher is what makes Prasadi ‘The Prasadi’.

It will be difficult to say farewell to this Academy. The
knowledge I gained and the memories I made are gonna
be with me and carry on with my life. Accepting the changes
in life and learning to live with I came to be a part of Prasadi
Academy. It accounts for some of the most beautiful pages
of my life. Now I can truly say: I am proud to be Prasadian.

Aashriti Shrestha
XII Science B13

THE PAGES OF MY LIFE

In this smoky dawn I look out of my window. It’s
nearly 9:00am, the whole world is soaring, but me,
I am lying in my bed, wide awake. Today is the last
day for me to wear my grey shirt and pants and
Prasadi badge. It’s the last day for me to carry my
bag over loaded with books and copies. And how
can I ever forget my precious watch! One thing you
don’t wanna forget while coming to college would
be your watch because Prasadians should always
be on time! I never thought I will be saying this but
I will miss Prasadi. I have spent two years, 24
months, 104 weeks, 730 days and billions of hours
or minutes here. And each minute, each second is
priceless. It’s not easy to study here. But once you
adjust you will be enjoying every moment of it like I
did. Even those difficult numerical of Physics, brain-
eating chemical reactions and mind-boggling cells
of Biology start to be enjoyable. It’s not so hard to
adjust here at the same time. You just need to
remember three things while being here:
i) Be on time
ii) Do your homeworks
iii) Stay in discipline
Oh! And for boys there is one more
iv) trim your hair after  every 15 days!

Initially I found myself struggling to adjust with this
new and strict environment along with new friends,
new teachers, new rules and new everything. It’s

XI
Mgmt
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It used to be a great fun imitating the behaviors of
the teachers. Some of them included:
BPP sir: for u marks, questions ask…
RKS sir: you need special treatment?
RPY sir: practice numerical yeah…

The moments when chief sir used to appear suddenly
and we wished he would stay longer, feels fresh in
my mind. His words seemed powerful and they used
to bring an immediate impact in my mentality. I really
adored his personality. And who can forget that days
when I used to return home for late arrival, get my
name written in the notice board for not getting my
hair cut on time. Those exciting moments of playing
truth and dare, and giving stupid tasks if ‘dare’ was
chosen.

I found these two years full of enjoyment, and full of
life. I’m grateful and lucky to be a part of Prasadi
family. I loved every moment spent here. I feel much
more cautious, competitive, inspired in the end days
of this session. So thank you Prasadi for all the
knowledge, all the fun and surprises you gave us.

Santosh Ghimire
XII Science ‘A8’

CHANGED MIND
The fresh memory of that day when I first stepped inside
the compound of Prasadi Academy as a Prasadian feels
like yesterday. I was absent on the first day because I had
not known the day of session beginning. I was afraid I would
not find a seat or a bench mate the second day. But I
found a friendly bench mate and then my regular life at
Prasadi started. Uff the pressures back then!! Homeworks!
Practicals!  Exams! Football updates! Self study and free
time!! I had to manage them all in a tight schedule. Though
I cursed myself for studying in Prasadi at the beginning,
later I found myself being punctual and disciplined. And
when I’m writing this article, I wish that those days could
come back.

Friends, during these two beautiful years, proved to be an
important gift for me. Finding time for Tiffin and gossips in
a mere 20 minutes break time was not easy. That stupid
talks between my bench mates and me during the study
hours, spin around my head. Getting scolded for making
noise, being the first one to stand up when the teacher
told, “those who have no book/not done homework, stand
up!!, were unforgettable moments. Trying to get away from
the homework assignments also in the memory list.
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MEMORIES OF THAILAND
TOUR

Thailand tour was a special journey of 13 students
of our college “Prasadi Academy”. It was the first
time in the history of Prasadi an outbound tour was
conducted by our respectable chief, Mr. Bikram Rai.
After finishing all process of making passport, I
became a candidate for this tour. Then, 13 students
including me, and chief sir started our journey
through airways. I enjoyed that ride a lot. After that
we reached Bankok and moved to Pattaya. My God!
Pattaya what a lovely view of sea. How could I forget
that awesome paragliding over there? At that time,
it was like a dream to fly came true! Then, in Coral
island, I did swimming even though I couldn’t.. .
Once I sank too, thanks to my friends they saved
me. But I think it was fun to sink also. We also had
a tube on rent, but there were about 6-8 of us in that
single-single tube, it was hilarious. Next destination
was an impressive and extraordinary safari world.

The fantastic and spiritual spies were sent me to space.
Those funny chimpanzee show and dolphin show made
us laugh a lot. Also, bird and giraffe feeding was a great
fun. Then, the ride over the safari world was lovely, it was a
miracle to view those tigers, bears, deers etc so closely.
The famous Emerald Buddha temple and Grand Palace
was our next destination. Emerald Buddha temple was a
precious and miracle art, I have ever seen. It can’t be
explained, need to see. Royal Grand Palace was full of
history. I found them really interesting. Museums contained
lots of historical things. Those mushroom shaped trees
were really cool. Also, the soldiers on the gate of the Palace
looked punctual and undirected. I enjoyed clicking photos
with them surprisingly; chief sir took us for shopping. I
would like to thank chief sir for all those shopping he
allowed, most importantly for that laptop. These 5 days 4
nights tour will be memorable for whole life time. Thanks
to Prasadi Academy for proving us the luckiest batch ever.

Proud to be a Prasadian !!
Bibika Maharjan

XII B10
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BEAUTIFUL MEMORIIES IN
PRASADI

Memory sometimes play a very confusing role. It
makes us laugh when we remember the days we
cried and makes us cry when we remember the
days we laughed. I feel my 2 years in Prasadi
passed with a blink of eyes.

I still remember the first day in my Prasadi
Academy which indeed was the most memorable
and funniest moment as I had sat in wrong section
i.e. R13 instead of sitting in my own R9. And URT
sir helped me to find out my section. The first day
with unknown faces around today seems like my
own part of my life. There were so many students
gathered to see their sections. I first met my friends
Shweta, Alisha, Kreepa and they were very close
friends of mine. Teachers were all loving, inspiring
and cooperative. First I was so bored of doing all
time homework in grade XI. Though it was boring
with passage of time it became a habit and now I
feel that they all were for us. I realized that it was
the right way to pave our path for a bright future.
Grade XI passed by knowing friends and getting
close to rules and adjusting.

Grade XII was much interesting and enjoyable. At
first I was bored as all my friends were separated.
But I came to contact with new friends: Alysha,
Asmi, Creepa, Bipina and others. Let’s talk about
our teachers. Bhogi sir, calling every student’s name
with ‘ji’, Amala ma’am always my favorite. Dilip sir
who used to inspire us all the time. I hadn’t ever
imagined that we could pave this kind of strong
bond and enjoy college days that much. Now I
realize Prasadi is the best institution that  I have
chosen as it has given us many things. Thanks for
everything to teachers, Prasadi, Chief sir.

Proud to be a Prasadian!
Komal Agrahari

XII Mgmt. C8
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very much far from you and you…”. Only your courageous
words were sufficient for me to get up from bed. Once again
teachers of Prasadi made me to be thankful towards them
and Prasadi. Presence of Bhogi sir, Dilip sir and Chief Sir’s
word made my heart full.

At last I am proud to say, “Prasadi is the place where care
is culture.” And I am proud to be a Prasadian”. Thank you!
Prasadi and all teachers.

Satish Kumar Das
XII Mgmt. C8

WHEN MY HEART WAS
FULL

Oh! It’s time to leave the college. I can’t believe
this. I’m so much grown up and I have passed my
school and college life. I remember RRG sir who
told us, “when your mind is full your heart becomes
empty and when your heart is full your mind becomes
empty.” It’s true today, my mind is empty and just
my heart is full that’s why I am recalling my past
and now I am just full of emotions.

When I entered Prasadi Academy I was impressed
by Chief sir. We know first impression is the last
impression I was willing to read here. Being one
centre and hope of my parents, teachers and my
district I started my college life. But I was sorry for
my parents that I became unable to maintain my
position in first term of XI. I couldn’t tolerate this I
just became emotional and lost my efficiency. I was
blind, vacuum; my eyes were full of tears. At that
time I was thinking to leave Prasadi. But chief sir
encouraged me and provided confidence to get my
aim. I am very much thankful to you sir. I remember
when you told me, “chhoro you have ability to achieve
your goal in your life.” I felt the presence of my own
father. At that time, my heart was full. And once
again I moved towards my aim with full energy and
confidence to get victory over failure. I continued
my study in Prasadi.

When I was nearer of my pre board of XII, I faced
road accident and it was dreadful day for me. I was
lying on the bed unconsciously. My friends helped
me when I opened my eyes I saw Bhogi sir and
Dilip sir which made me proud to be Prasadian.
When chief sir told, “Satish, I would come but I’m
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GOING BACK TO
MEMORIES!
Two years of my enrollment at Prasadi have
finally passed. I still remember the day I just
entered in Prasadi Academy. I was quiet nervous
because I had heard a lot about strict rules and
regulations of Prasadi Academy. But as I was at
the end of my two years studies, I realized
enrolling in Prasadi Academy for my higher
education was really worthy. Yes, being Prasadian
was not an easy task but it was definitely
beneficial. Prasadi Academy has taught me how
to live with dignity and how to have fun under
strict rules. It’s not only about the fun but also
my education which has improved a lot though I
had to attend retest for a several times. I’ll never
forget my teachers who have always stood by
my side and encourage me. How can anyone
forget being scolded by teachers for gossiping,
being  punished for breaking every small rules
and obviously being caught while eating in class.
Though we knew that eating outside in the college
uniform was not allowed but me and my friends
Reshna, Rikita, Anushka and Suzane  mostly
used to go to eat panipuri inspite of several
warning of URT sir. And, when one day we got
caught we were called by URT sir and punished.
Every moment spent in Prasadi Academy has
been memorable for me. In the journey of R12 to
C8 getting punished was used to for us. Even
our class changed but we were the same no one
could ever stop us from breaking the rules instead
of that punishment.
 I still clearly remember the embarrassing
moment that we were eating in class and as we
passed our food to next friend. BPP sir saw us
then he started checking our bag. We were not
nervous because there was nothing in our bag.
But he was clever enough to search it under the
bench. Then he found a big plastic bag with lots
of foods. We were so embarrassed at that time.
Beside of all those punishments, Prasadi has
made me able, confident, decisive and successful
in life. The journey of two years in Prasadi has
passed very quickly in the blink of eyes. Today
when I have only few days to study in my college
a strange pain deep inside troubles me. I never
thought silent tears would cover my eyes,
whenever I think about the company of my friends
and teachers. Though I am leaving my college,
I’ll never forget these precious times, my
teachers and friends without whom having fun
was impossible. By studying in Prasadi Academy
I am chasing my dreams and where are you?
Proud to be Prasadian

Rasu Shrestha
XII Mgmt. C8

PROUD OF BEING R12
Our class R12 is a great place
Filled with joys and a lot of grace
Happiness and sorrows are shared with all
Everyone here is the great pal.
Every day is a celebration here
It’s a mine full of love and care.
The boys in our class are really friendly and cool
They are the ones who never disobey and rules.
Girls are really sweet and lovely
They make everyone feel very homely.
What happens we are always there for each other
That’s why we are the friends forever.
Thank you chief sir for being so helpful providing us
a teacher ‘Rama Khanal’ who is always cheerful.
All these factors make us the luckiest student ever
These are the golden memories to treasure forever.

Bishwas Bista
XII Mgmt. D6
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NO TITLE
DATE : 2071/11/29
To
The Prasadians,
Manbhawan, Lalitpur.
Subject: life and lessons
Dear Prasadians,

The marathon whose start line was 28th

Asar, 2070 B.S. has finally come to
its finish line today on 29th Falgun, 2071
B.S. However, it isn’t the optimum full
stop to our lives because
Life is like reading a book. You’ll have
Pages and those pages are the
lessons
You need to learn. Until you’ve learnt,
You’ll have to read the same page
Again and again. And once you’re
through
With the lesson you’ve another page
To read; another lesson to learn. You’ve
Infinite pages and you cannot escape
It. You can only close the book, once
Your body give up. So keep going folks.
Lastly, I wish you all the Prasadians
to have a marvelous life ahead and
keep reading the ‘Book”. Will miss you
all and the common thing that we all
shared in these two years; Prasadi.
Stay blessed!

Surakchha Adhikari
XII Science B12

“PROUD TO BE A
PRASADIAN”
A two years’ journey was great fun,
With all of the Prasadian;
The most is exam of Prasadi, i.e.
More dangerous than the encounter
with Lion.

But truth should be known that,
Prasadi is the best;
Like Physics’ trough and crest,
Like Biology’s heart and chest,
Like Chemistry’s iodoform test.

Inspiring words of chief sir,
Suggestion of non-teaching teachers;
We will never forget you Prasadi,
Mainly the day today teachers’
lectures.

The peace surrounding in Prasadi,
Most helpful teachers and friends;
How can we pay you back Prasadi,
The debt you have lent?

Manju Dahal
XII Science B12
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MEMORIES TO CHERISH

Months have passed by like days and days have gone by
like hours. But when I look back, the timeline shows two
years. I can’t believe how these years have passed just
like a blink of eye. My heart is full with all those memories
I had in these two years in Prasadi Academy.

I gained so much knowledge of being punctual and
maintaining discipline. Moreover, it was the environment of
Prasadi that always motivated and inspired me to dedicate
myself in studies with some fun.

At the very moment, I am really very sad that I will be
missing all my friends from different sections, teachers
and the peaceful environment here. I will be missing the
surprise presence of chief sir in middle of class with his
encouraging lecture, and also the cheerful smile of URT
sir, the amazing expressions of Pankaj sir while teaching.

I am also grateful to every one for each and every sweet
memories shared among us.

I will miss the wild dance in our picnic. Although it was a
rainy day, the picnic 2071 rocked. We danced all day along
with friends, teachers and had a blast.

Prasadi has not only been a fun place to study and go, it
has also taught me to be a better student, a better friend
and overall better human being. Though it’s time to say
good bye to Prasadi, the time and memories spent here

shall remain fresh in my heart. Lastly, I would like
to say that I am “proud to be Prasadian” .

“A memory last forever and never does it die; true
friends stay together and never say good bye”.

Asmita Sapkota
XII Mgmt. C11
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LIFE IN PRASADI
Two years that I’ve spent in Prasadi were awesome
moments of my life. I met many friends. Everyone
was very close to me. The teachers were awesome.
I’ve come to know about many things in these two
years. The main thing that I learnt was about the
importance and value of time. I’ve got lots of
memories and lots of love from all the Prasadians
and teachers but it’s sad that the time has come to
leave Prasadi. I really do not want to leave this place.
I again want to do the homeworks till late night,
wear school uniform and rush to school on time,
get punishment from the teachers, eat samosa in
canteen and many more. I will miss each and every
moment of my life in Prasadi.
‘I am forever a Prasadian’
“Proud to be a Prasadian”.

Sharad Dhital
XII Science B12
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PRECIOUS MEMORIES IN
PRASADI

It seems just like yesterday waiting in a long line to
give entrance exam and now it’s time to say
goodbye. I can’t believe how these two years have
passed just like a blink of an eye. I’m gonna miss
all those moments that I’ve lived within these two
years in Prasadi.

All the teachers who taught us with love and care,
gossips with friends, those laughter and giggles of
cracking jokes, dance in picnic, teacher’s
inspirational advice, getting scolded by teachers,
etc are the precious memories in Prasadi.

In grade 11, R12, me and my two dearest and
craziest friends Sunila and Sonica, we did lots of
fun. The never ending talks were always there
between us. I will never forget the talks and our
gossip. Then in grade 12, Sonica got separated
because she took marketing as the optional
subject, Sunila and I happened to be in same section
but we didn’t get to sit together. Then, I met Reeya,
Pratima, Neha, Sona, Salina, Shreeya, Dasing,
Mona and Tara. I had amazing and unforgettable
moments with them. The songs we used to sing
and the gossip we used to do about the serials and
newly released films. I will be missing unexpected
bag checking, nail checking, etc.

Picnic 2071 rocked. We had a blast in our picnic. It
was raining the whole day. So I guess no one had
thought the picnic would be so awesome and
memorable. We danced all day but still we weren’t
tired. And the most unforgettable memory in picnic
was the ‘surprise’. We all were so excited about
the surprise. And the surprise given to us was the
‘orange’ which was unexpected. And obviously we
all were so surprised. It was the best picnic of my
life.

I am gonna miss the fun I did with my crazy and
true friends: Sunila Shrestha, Reeya Maharjan,
Pratima Rajak, Neha Karna, Shreeya Maharjan,
Salina Amatya, Sona Pandey, Mona Maharjan,
Prajwol Bajracharya, Biken Maharjan, Amik
Tandukar and other classmates. There are many
memories with you guys which I’m gonna cherish
forever! Just keep in touch!!!

These two years went so quickly, and, yet Prasadi
taught me so many things in my life which I later
can share them to others; with my head up saying,
I am proud to be Prasadian.

Alisha Shakya
XII Mgmt. C12
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BEING A PART OF
PRASADI

‘Prasadi’, renown as a college for its
disciplinary acts, rules, regulations, is
usually the No. 1 College on the list
for most of the people. The first choice
in a sense that parents mark it as one
of the best college for their children to
join, whereas, there are even some
students who mark Prasadi in the top
of the list to avoid. Well, whatever
might be the views, opinions and talks
about Prasadi in town, I am now a part
of it. It’s just me attending Prasadi as
the first one from my family. My sister
and brother too have applied but they
were not selected.

The starting days at the college were
quite frightening; not only because of
the environment and rules here, but
also because of the thing we had heard
about it. Slowly, we got accustomed
to the environment here and of course,
facing re-exams and punishments for
reaching late to the college were way
too normal for us. Apart from these,
singing, talking and making fun with
friends, lining up in the canteen are
some wonderful memories here. Apart
from all these I find myself very fortunate
to have had the company of not just
one friend but a bunch of special
friends, who have always been with me
in my ups and downs. We have shared
so much of our lives, smiles and
laughter, tears and sorrows. They have
all become an internal part of my life.
Through this, I want them all to know,
indeed how special they are for me,
although writing all their name is not
quite feasible here.

Being students, other may find my
views different form theirs but many of
us will realize it after we bade goodbye
to Prasadi. However, as far as I have
known and experienced my days at
Prasadi, I can proudly state to be a
part of it. Hope to see the same dignity,
discipline, perspective and standpoint
of Prasadi in the upcoming years.

Sweta Kumari Kalwar
XII Mgmt. C13

WAVING THE HAND OF
DEPARTURE

Times and tides waits for no one. It seems just like yesterday
waiting in a long line to give entrance exam and now it’s time
to say goodbye to Prasadi. Sincerely, I was very happy to be
the part of Nepal’s no. 1 college. Being a part of Prasadi family
was another unforgettable moment of my life. How can I forget
all those moments that I had in R8 and C12.
Prasadi Academy has taught me how to live with discipline
and dignity. I will really miss 20 minutes break, no, actually
19. The friends and friendship that I made in these two year
period will always remain in my heart. All those 50 minutes
classes, teachers’ lectures and advice, late night homework,
re-test, canteen samosa, all punishments and especially the
last bench fun will be badly missed. Yeah, I remember picnic,
all day singing and dancing, it was best picnic of my life. I’ll be
missing the short hairs of Prasadi and the dialogue of URT sir
“Uhuu timro kapal vaena, patakai vaena, ali choto parera
aauney”. Similarly the two years of time spent together with
Lomush, Kuldip, Bibek, Saket, Uzwal, Pratik, Pranish, and
many others was simply awesome and memorable. Now, if
we talk about our unexpected bag checking, nail checking,
hair checking, coaching class, re-test and etc. of course they
won’t trouble us anymore. How can anyone forget all those
funny and ever inspiring dialogues of teachers?
Phanindra sir: “Education must bring change in human
behavior”
Pankaj sir: (his acting and expressions were simply awesome)
AD ma’am: come on everyone, “Tyo Partik lai her na”.
RKS sir: “Haina, Haina” after telling every correct sentence.
RKN sir: In a angry mood, “Bebaahakup”.
Bhadra sir: “Heey, ko halla gari raha tya bich maa”.
At last I am proud to say “Prasadi is the place where care is
culture” and I am proud to be a Prasadian.” Thank you Prasadi,
friends and all teachers.

Sushant Khadka
XII Mgmt. C12
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students can know the real meaning of my
word ‘amazing’. Rama ma’am’s lecture for
studying hard, Binod sir’s ‘that is’ in every
sentence while explaining, Tripathi sir’s
laughter, Yagya sir’s pause while saying
something, Somnath sir’s ‘Sakki tah gayo’
and Pankaj Jha sir’s every style of teaching,
his jokes and the most his word
‘jhumritataiya’ are the most memorable part
of teachers’ in R12. We also had a group
(Jesika…hehe), Sunita, Alysha, Alisha,
Bikey, Asmi and Keepa. How can I forget
Suprabha (my benchmate) who is a bit
childish but innocent. I will miss R12 a lot.

With the passage of time with loads of
homework, class 11 was over. Then there was
a beginning to class 12. Rumors all around
that close friends in class 11 would be

PRECIOUS JOURNEY
TO DEPARTURE
Ashar 27… yes! it was Ashar 27 when I
stepped inside Prasadi Academy for the first
time with great enthusiasm  for being a
Prasadian. I always had a glimpse of college
life during my school days. I was most
curiously waiting the day when I would start
my college life. And the day finally arrived. It
was in Prasadi Academy. I can play a HD
video of my first day in my mind where I am
standing in front of the black gate of Prasadi
feeling nervous, excited and blessed at a
same time. I entered Prasadi with new hopes
and aspirations. I thought that college life
would offer me a free life, here restriction
would be few, threat of teacher would be less
but I was wrong though.

Starting with the phase of entering inside
Prasadi … I was all alone. I knew nobody.
As a Prasadian I became friend with was
Alysha Shah whom I met infront of notice
board. Coincidently, we were in same class
and it was R12. I entered the class as if I
was entering a new world where I felt like I
knew nobody. The days passed and I came
close with more friends. The teachers were
amazing. I must say really amazing. R12
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separated in class 12. But the rumors carried no
value to me. Some faces were new, some teachers
were new, class was new and it was perfect C7.
Yeah, close enough to C7. You all must know I’m
big fan of C7… ‘Halamadrid’ hahaha. Rajkumar sir’s
low voice, Bishnu sir’s threat and Amala ma’am’s
‘u got me?’ are memorable from teachers’ side in
C7. C7 gave me two naughty, childish and talkative
benchmates Roza and Shailu. Our gossips never

didn’t know that there would be unexpected bag checking
h.w. checking day when we have to carry bulks of copies,
photo session, student of the month certificate distribution
etc. Although there were lots of surprises, but it was really
interesting. Late night homework preparation for
presentation, late night studies during exam are
unforgettable. And last but not the least picnic which was
in rainy day full of excitement. Muddy shoes, non-stop
dance, taking photos were the best memories.

come to  end. Bikey, Chand and Shreya always
called me crazy. Sorry guys but I’m like this only.
And how can my memories end without my special
friends like Sujata (shy girl), Bipana (nakkali), Astha
Thapa (singer), Prajjwal Subedi (bestie), Unish (shy
in class but talkative outside) Suryansh mathema
(who always acts like a hero) and Bivek Mahat
(friendly and early morning article reader) hahaha…

Prasadi Academy, I knew it is top rated strict college
(teachers say it’s not a college but a high school
and we are school students but oh no please), I

Two years of journey passed like a blink of eyes. I’ve got
so much memories that I’m not getting words to express.
What can I say? I am very sensitive to leave anything which
is close to me. There are tears in my eyes. Prasadi gave
me a platform to show my talent. It helped me to mature,
to be responsible, to be independent and many more. I
admire Prasadi Academy. Prasadi Academy and the
memories which it gifted me will always remain in core of
my heart. It’s never gonna fade.

I love Prasadi and I am proud to be a Prasadian.
Jesika Mainali

XII Mgmt. C7
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REMINISCENCE

I still vividly remember the day I walked inside Prasadi
with mind full of doubts and heart full of insecurities
questioning myself, “am I in the right place?” I walked into
my class, saw my classmates and sat down without
speaking much. Everything was so new and unusual.
Gradually, I came to know the system of this institution. I
made few good friends, to be very honest, I was a mediocre
student back in school, not much into studies but I was
always involved in extra-curricular activities. In class 11,
we were suppressed by the heavy syllabus without any
extracurricular activities. But now I have realized that
extracurricular activities weren’t really necessary in class
11 because when we were devoting our full time to studies,
still we weren’t able to cope up with the entire course.

I remember giving my first term exams which went quite
average but I was fearful that I would fail in Physics because
I hadn’t attempted few numericals. So, the result day, I
told my mother that for the first time in life I was going to
face but that was okay because this was class 11 not
class 10. But then I came 4th in the top ten list and I received
a merit card for scoring the highest in English. My
happiness had no limits because I wasn’t even slightly

expecting it. This result was a huge
encouragement factor for me. It compelled me
to believe ‘yes! I can also do!’ after this there
was no looking back, slowly and steadily I
started working harder. Unfortunately, I didn’t
secure any position in other terminal exams.
My teachers were so disappointed but they
were motivating me on the other hand. I made
a particular routine to study daily for my board
exams. My board exams went well.

Within a short break of time, our class 12
started. Senior year wasn’t that burdensome
because all the basic concepts were inherited
from class 11. This year I wanted to do well
from the very start. I kept my course and my
homework up to date. I also had to come in
the top ten list in the very first term so that I
could prove everyone that I was still there in
the competition. But my first term didn’t go
very well. I don’t know what happened. But
then, came 9th. This gave me more joy than
being 4th in class 11, like seriously. Class 12
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was quite smooth. I know exactly how to study
and what to do. Then before sent up exams
our chief sir gave us the golden opportunity to
go to Thailand. I was so excited about this trip
with my best friend, Samiksha. Walking in
street of Pattaya to observe night life, swimming
in beach, paragliding, visiting grand palace,
Emerald Buddha, going to safari world and
watching humorous shows,  dining with our
chief sir and my friends, shopping and late night
fun at the hotel, this indeed was a memorable
trip. This trip wasn’t only entertaining but it also
taught me how we make international flights
and how we interact with foreigners in their land.
After this beautiful trip there was our sent up
result. I again scored 9th position. Then within
the same week our HSEB results of class 11
was out. Not only I did come out with flying
colours but to my surprise I also topped the
college. This was my moment. This proved that
sooner or later our hard work always gets
rewarded, so we should never stop trying. I
received so much appreciation from my friends
and my dear teachers. I proved what I had to
whenever I went I could hear my juniors say,
“Ah! Tehi gori didi ho kya topper! Kasto dammi
hai”. The best feeling ever was seeing the

twinkle in the eyes of my juniors for myself. I also got
100% scholarship. I saw my name painted in the black
board of toppers of Prasadi. This was so honorable. I will
always give my best to line up to this title. Then we had
our class picnic. Picnic was a crazy one. All of us danced
too much that our legs ached for 3 days. Now I know
why we have a holiday after the picnic. Class 12 finished
in a blink of an eye.

I just have one word to summarize my entire journey of
Prasadi and that’s ‘wow!’ I have now realized that I made
a correct decision to join this college. Prasadi Academy
pushed me beyond what I thought my potentials were it
provided me a sound environment and gave me proper
guidance. It was a journey re-discharging myself. I thank
my friends who were there  with me through my thick
and thins, my teachers for believing in me and supporting
me. I thank our chief sir for his constant encouragement
and the entire Prasadi management. I promise to line up
to the true spirit of being a Prasadian. Foreswear!!!

Anamika Sharma Paudel
XII Science B7



I firmly believe that life is not an accident, but every
life has a purpose. If you do not believe, take an
example of your admission in Prasadi; among the
many you were selected, because the purpose of
your life is to be an oblation (Prasadi); a rare honor
and privilege.

God created us to be a contented person. Often
we think that happiness and contentment
are synonyms, but they’re not. One can be very
happy and not contented. However, a contented
person will be a very happy person. Happiness is
a state of considerable pleasure and cheer. The
happy person is often gleeful, light and even
euphoric. However, happiness may come and go.
Contentment is different. It is a feeling of peace
with one’s self and one’s life, an ease of mind and
satisfaction with one’s state of being. There is a
constant calmness to the contented person’s soul.
Happiness might manifest itself when one buys
something new, enabling the buyer to sense
fulfillment and joy. The contented person may
realize that they are fine with what they have and
that just being and feeling nature’s energy is
fulfilling enough. When a mother buys a new dress
for herself she feels happy, but when she buys a
new dress for her child she feels contented. Living
for oneself makes us happy, but living for others
makes us contented. In dying to self and living for
others we meet the purpose of our life.

You may have seen every morning, two groups of
people running on the road. The first group of people

runs to flatten their bulging stomach and the second
group of people runs to get hired even for the menial
work so that they could get their own and their
children’s flattened stomach a little bulged. Likewise
one group of people takes antacid to get relief from
gastric caused by over eating and the other group
of people takes antacid to get relief from gastric
caused by hunger. If we could think of the second
group of people and try to bridge this gap we will
truly live the purpose of our life and be contented
persons.

One of the most important purposes of our life is to
leave our footprints. Innumerable people have walked
this earth, but only few have left their footprints and
today many of us are trying to tread on their
footprints. Remember when you walk on the smooth
surface your footprints are not seen, but when you
walk on the muddy road you leave your footprints.
Therefore, walk the muddy road, take the road others
have not taken and leave your footprints.

Finally, words written and spoken have the power
to change – to turn strangers into friends, enemies
into partners and ignorant into wise. May the stories,
essays and poems in PRASADI SOUVENIR 2072
bring in us attitudinal change and live the purpose
of our life to the fullest.

Bhavatu Sabba Mangalam!
(May All Beings Be Happy!)

Fr. Amrit Rai, S. J.
Principal
St. Xavier’s School, Jawalakhel,
Lalitpur

A FEW WORDS
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An Interview with Narayan Prasad Koirala
Travel: Laos, Thailand, Papua New

Guinea, India and different
parts of Nepal

Dress: Casual, T-shirt and formal
dress

Food: Nepali and Indian Dishes

Date of birth: Shrawan 4th, 2017 B.S.

Birthplace: Ilam

Favorite place: Pokhara

Best color: white and blue

Political personalities: B.P. Koirala

Favorite book ‘Modi aain’ by B.P. Koirala

Currently reading: ‘Karodaun Kasturi’

Best film: Bajarngi Bhaijaan

Actor: Amitabh Bachhan

Actress: Wahida Rahman

Singer (Male): Mohmad Rafi, Narayan
Gopal, Gulam Ali and Jagjit
Sing

Singer (female): Lata Mangesakar

Interesting fact about me People always laugh
whenever I dance

Narayan Prasad Koirala, member secretary of
Higher Secondary Education Board (HSEB), is
originally from Bhojpur, Nepal. Mr. Koirala came to
Kathmandu for his higher education and struggled a
lot to make his identity in the capital. After being
appointed in HSEB, he has made remarkable
contribution to systematize and improve higher
secondary level education in Nepal. The students of
Prasadi Academy had an opportunity to interview
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him focusing on the higher secondary
education system of Nepal and his personal
life. The interview in detail is presented
below:

How is your tenure as a member
secretary of HESB going on at present?
I have been associated with HSEB since
the time of its inception. I have been making
all possible efforts to bring positive changes
in higher secondary level education as per
the need of time and situation of the country.

Could you elaborate your role in the
reforming Higher Secondary Education
Board for good?
As I told you before, I have been making all
possible efforts to bring positive changes
in HSEB and I am still working on it.
Moreover, there was neither any particular
evaluation system of 10+2 level education
nor it was given any legal status. But in
2055 B.S., we succeeded in institutionalize
the significant changes HSEB with
introduction of necessary rules. It clarified
fundamentals of     higher-secondary-level
education, procedure to give HSEB
affiliation, conducts of higher secondary
schools, facility of laboratory higher
secondary schools and overall educational
environment of higher secondary schools.

Similarly, I played substantial role in forming
appropriate examination system for higher
secondary level education as directed by
law as a director of administration then.
There was no provision of supplementary
examination if a student fails or remains
absent in two subjects until 2056 B.S.,
which was started so that students could

pursue higher education without losing an
academic year. When I joined HSEB, there
were only seventy-one higher secondary
schools; however, there are more than four
thousand higher secondary schools in
Nepal. I believe the establishment of HSEB
has obviously succeeded in uplifting
national economy changing the trend going
abroad for after-school education,
especially to India. Similarly, it made
positive impact not only in terms of
academic development but also in
decreasing brain drain from Nepal. And it
is my pride that I am being associated with
all the positive changes that we are able
to make in higher-secondary-level
education in Nepal. Likewise, I take full
responsibility for any shortcoming or
lacking in bringing about changes if there
are any as a part of the team.

Do you have any further plans for
curriculum developments?
Yes, it is my pleasure to announce that
we are executing revised and updated
curriculum from 2073 B.S. We have already
completed working with curriculums of
physics, chemistry, biology, economics
and other six subjects. The curriculums of
other 20 subjects are in the process of
revision. Actually, it is the need of time and
we are just making pace with it.

It’s said that there are lots of
shortcomings in examination system.
Do you have to tell anything on it?
We have made lots of changes in its
system from the last year. The examinees
can see their answer-sheets in presence
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of a subject expert associated with
HSEB and a subject teacher if they
are dissatisfied with result. The board
has been working continuously to
make examination respectable,
effective, efficient and timely.

The board has been admired this
year for its effective management
of examination on time despite
the massive earthquakes in Nepal;
however it has been criticized for
delayed result every year. What
do you say?
Definitely, the Higher Secondary
Education Board has proved its
caliber by conducting examination on
time despite the unprecedented
trauma caused by earthquakes;
otherwise there was a chance that

students could have lost an academic year. The decision
of HSEB to conduct examination to be started on 20th

Jestha, schedule which was published a month before,
encouraged the people to start their life as normal as
possible once again. It also encouraged Tribhuvan
University, Public Service Commission and CTEVT to
continue with their examinations as scheduled.

I agree that we could not publish the result on time for due
to some technical reason for which we are very sorry but
at the same time it should not be forgotten that we managed
to publicize the result within Shrawan though the exam
was delayed by a month. We are well informed of delayed
result of grade 11 last year. It was delayed because of the
supplementary exam. We were very cautious that the
delay should not cause students to lose their academic
year.

Timely publication of result according to academic
calendar raises the general acceptability of
examination and trustworthiness. Don’t you think so?
Yes, it is the duty of HSEB to publish the result of grade
eleven and twelve on time. As I mentioned before, we
assure everyone concerned that we will publish the result

on time. On the other hand, many raise questions
on HSEB examination because of students’
success rate. The main reason behind the problem
is that many academic institutions are not being
able to provide the SLC graduates with proper
guidance. Yes, some institutions like Prasadi
Academy have successfully been doing so but
majority of them have not. The new SLC graduates
waste half of their academic year in grade eleven
celebrating their success in SLC instead of focusing
on study; hence, they end up with poor result but
the blame is passed to HSEB, which is very unfair.

You said that a large number of students in grade
XI fail, how can it be improved?
First the student must be very sincere in study from
the very beginning of the academic session. They
should divide the time between study and
entertainment wisely. But unfortunately, students are
not aware of it and it is our misfortune that academic

institutions as well show less concern on these
factors in the very beginning. Furthermore, another
reason behind the failure of students is that students
are not being able move along with the courses
designed for higher secondary education. It is a bit
tough as well as it was actually equivalent to three-
year course but compressed to two years considering
the cost and time of the students. So majority of
students fail in grade eleven as they treat higher-
secondary education and secondary-level education
alike. Hence, the change of mindset is a must in
order to have better result in grade 11.

It’s said that Nepali education is not
standardized to international acceptability.
What do you say about it?
The Higher Secondary Education in Nepal is as
standard as the education of any other country in
the world. Our higher-secondary graduates are
pursuing further education in renowned universities
of the world with excellent performance in developed
countries at present. The students should not have
even a faint doubt on our curriculum because it is
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equivalant to the world-standard courses. Our model
is based on the Indian model and the Indian model
is based on the British model. Therefore, it is the
world model. The world best doctors, engineers,
pharmacists, CA and many other are the production
of this model.

A number of educated youths are unemployed
despite their academic qualification,
especially on non-technical subjects. Why does
our nation provide such useless education?
First, we have to understand that education is not
for employment. Education is a source of knowledge
that teaches us to handle our difficulties. It makes
a person capable, conscious and reasonable and
helps develop positivity. Moreover, educated people
should try to be a job creator rather than a job
seeker. We have seen in our society that with the
same education some are leading their field but

some are lagging far behind. So it is not exactly the
fault of education provided rather it is the product of
individual differences.

But the students from technical education seem
to be more successful than other field. Don’t
you agree?
I do not think so. A person having technical education
may find job soon. But it does not mean other people
with non-technical education cannot find job. We
are facing the problem of joblessness because we
all want a good job in Kathmandu valley. We do not
want to work in Mugu and Humla but happy to stay
unemployed in Kathmandu complaining and ill-
commenting on education system.

Do you consider yourself a successful person?
The idea of measuring success and failure is so
peculiar that it cannot be generalized. It depends
on how a person takes it. It is difficult to measure it
with a measuring rod. But to tell you the fact, I am
satisfied with my achievement in the journey of life.
It really offers me great satisfaction. I am thankful
to the nation that she found me worthy to serve her.

She gave me an opportunity to utilize my knowledge and
capability by giving me responsibilities for which  I am
really grateful.

What was your main turning point of your life?
Truly speaking, there was no turning point in my life. I
knew how to lead my life. I was being able to manage my
priorities from the time of my college. In fact we need to
move according to our priorities in order to be successful
or achieve something in our life. We must make pace
with time. You see, I forget home while in the office and
the office while in the home. This is the way I am, giving
cent percent and success came along.

How do you see the trend of coming to Kathmandu
for higher education after SLC?
Coming Kathmandu for Higher Secondary Education is a
fashion. It is in fact   a very unhealthy practice as it
centralizes people in one place. There are several good

higher secondary schools in Biratnagar, Dharan, Chitwan,
Butwal, Dang, Pokhara, Nepalgunja and many other
places. The guardians think that their children will have
better education if they send their children to Kathmandu
which is wrong belief. But I believe that the guardians
gradually understand the fact and the trend of coming to
Kathmandu will decrease which in fact has already begun.

How did you make conducive educational
environment for your children?

I give all the credit to my wife. She even gave up her job in
the UN to guide children academically, socially and morally.
My wife played an important role for guiding our son and
daughter to be good citizen and managing family properly.
To lead the offspring to proper path, parents have to keep
them away from bad environment. They must give enough
time, love and affection to their children keeping their self
interest aside.  We monitored our children and helped them
when they needed and provided our guidance and support
when they were confused. Generally, teenagers do not
share their feelings with their parents. But if the parents
befriend their teenaged offspring, the case will be something
very different.
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How have you been managing your time for family
despite very busy schedule?
It is a quite difficult task. I have been member secretary for
11 months now. I have plenty of work at office. However, as
I mentioned earlier about my habit of prioritizing, I am being
able to manage time for my family. It even gives a kind of
refreshment as I get opportunity to release my work stress.
I feel very happy that I have been able to give justice to
both family and job.

Would like your offspring to stay in Nepal or go
abroad?
Of course, I would encourage my children to be in my
native land. Since they got international standard education
here in the country; I don’t see any reasons going abroad
either for education or employment opportunity. They will
be much happier and satisfied in their own native land and
actually they really are.

How do you spend your leisure?
I always spend my leisure on study. When I have free time,
I start writing or reading books. Usually, I watch news but I
also enjoy watching soap operas on television with my wife.

you ask about us to our teachers, I am sure they
will tell you about us. We are successful in our field
at present as well. One of my friends was honored
with Aisharya Bidhyapadak.  At present, one of the
friends is a vice chancellor of a university in USA
and another serving as a CEO of Sipradi Trading.
Similarly, out of remaining two, one is a chartered
accountant and the other is a chief secretary of the
Nepal government. We knew that knowledge was
the foundation to our success. We did play pranks
too while in college but we never disrespectful to
teachers and their teachings.

Could you tell us about a day your life?
I usually get up at five in the morning. I go for morning
walk and sometimes enjoy evening walk too. I
usually go to the Pasupathinath. I find peace and
tranquility there. I do some physiotherapy exercises
to get relief from my back pain. After returning home
from the walk, I read newspaper and meet people.
Then I go to office. After returning from office, I love
reading books and Indian newspapers. I usually
watch news on TV. Currently, I am reading ‘Karodaun
Kasturi.’ I keep myself updated in social media like
Facebook as well.

 Do you like present generation?
I do. They are good, capable and positive. Youths
of this generation are concerned only about own
job and don’t poke their nose on others’ business.
They are neither interested in public affair not in
politics which is not very good for the country. But

Is entertainment necessary for students?

Of course, it is an essential for students as well. How can
one live without some refreshment. But everything has a
limitation. The students must divide their time wisely
among rest, entertainment and study in order to be
successful.

Do you like watching movie?
Yes, I love it. I used to watch film with my friends when
during my student life. Nowadays, I watch with my family
members.

Could you tell us something about your student life?
I was an average student. We were five in our group. We
were known by gang of five at Shankerdev and Minbhawan
college. We were known to our teachers as well. Even if

the people of this generation are really focused in
their area of interest. I wish I were born in this
generation.

You are a gifted speaker. Where did you learn
the skill?
I am surprised to hear that. I didn’t even know I speak
well. I always speak like this. I worked as a
spokesperson of HSEB for 13 years. I think it is my
inborn talent but the skill can be sharpened with
continuous practice and perseverance.

What is life?
Life is not a subject to be discussed. Life is just for
living. Life is series of various experiences. We
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should simply do our work without any expectation
and the life takes its course.

Could you share memorable days of your life?
I don’t have any memorable days as such in my
life.  It has been smooth without many ups and
downs. I have never learnt to be ambitious. If you
live your life with equanimity, every day would be
memorable. I did not see life differently because
there was no shortage of basic need in my life. I
worked here as a joint secretary for 13 years and
have been working as a member secretary for a
year. I have been serving the organization to the
best of my capacity. If I was not member secretary,
I would have resigned and lived a retired life with
my family and would be equally happy.

Do you have any idol?
Yes, B.P. Koirala. We can rarely find such an
honest, sociable, dutiful and excellent person. He
was multitalented and progressive man. I was very
impressed by his life. I have listened to his
speeches. I got chance to know him from  my
childhood. I attended his political training in
Farbisgunj, Bihar, India while I used to carry food
for my uncle. I was student of class nine then. After
I listened to his speech, I was totally spellbound. I

father of justice. I do not miss my father much but I really
do miss my mother till date. Parents cannot be with their
offspring forever. It is a universal fact and we all know it; so
we should never hurt them when they are with us.

Would you share your hobby?
I love travelling with my family.  Even though, I got marriage
31 years ago, I enjoy being with wife all the time. We
sometimes go on driving after meals. I like listening old
songs of sixties and seventies shutting down air conditioner
but keeping the windows open to let fresh air come inside.

Who is your best author?
My best author is Bisweshowr Pd. Koirala. I also read
Tolstoy. His short stories are touching. Maxim Gorky is
one of my favorite writers. I have been reading his book
from my youth till date. ‘Tales of Italy’ by Maxim Gorky is
one of the best books I have ever read. When you read
book, it broadens our mind. It helps us to understand
societies. I like some of the Indian writers like Amrit, Pritam,
Premchanda, Khrishanchandra, etc. I used to read detective
stories and novels during my teenage years.

What is your view about modern gadgets?
They are part of modern life rather than time-pass. I have
two smart phones and a laptop. Still I am not fully informed
and dexterous about the services they provide but I am well
aware that my life would be very difficult without them.

love all the books he wrote. B.P. Koirala is an ideal
leader, author, philosopher and nationalist who will
continue to inspire me to deliver my services to the
nation in any adverse conditions without any
complaint. He really is a leader of my heart.

Do you remember any tragic moment of your life?
Death of my mother was the most sorrowful moment
in my life. My mother died when I was just 22. Now,
I am in the second half of life and yet, I cannot
forget her. Much later, my father passed away which
also was a shock to me. He was also my idol. He
had a high social status.  People called him the

Would you like to convey any special message to
the students of Prasadi Academy?
Prasadi Academy has been awarded for the academic
excellence for last several years and it is known as one of
the best educational organization in Nepal. I am well aware
of the fact that the students of Prasadi Academy have
performed wonderfully in various fields and served the
nation. The students of Prasadi proved their potentiality in
various fields. I really want Prasadians to do something to
bring positive changes in Nepalese society. One should
never fall prey to bad influence of others. First one has to
be confident whether ones work will be beneficial to others
or not. If yes, forget what people say, then move forward
and make a difference. Good luck!
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PEAK SECURITY SERVICE PVT. LTD.
Baneshwar, Kathmandu Tel: 01-4620306

Best Wishes

to

Prasadi Academy
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Best Wishes

to

Prasadi Academy

Wholesalers of

Lab Chemicals,  Glassware, Apparatus, Surgical Equipments, Veterinary Items,

Agriculture  Items & Hospital Equipments etc.

YOUNA BOOKS & STATIONERY
Manbhawan, Lalitpur, Nepal

Tel: 5530476

With Best Compliments

Nepal Science House
Thapathali, Kathmandu,  Mob.: 9841-214465



MR. BHUBAN DHUNGEL

OUTSTANDING AWARD WINNER
BATCH - 2070/72
FROM MANAGEMENT

MR. HEMANT JAIN

OUTSTANDING AWARD WINNER
BATCH - 2070/72
FROM SCIENCE

PRIDE OF PRASADI

1st Rank Position in the Print Media

Contribution to Patan Hospital
for Earthquake Disaster Victims

Certificates after Earthquake

Full Scholarship winner
at BPKIHS, Dharan

Prasadi Teachers Team
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Prasadi Academy
(+2 of Science and Management)
Manbhawan, Tafalhon, Lalitpur.
GPO 8975, EPC 1186
Phone No: 5530562, 5541117,
E-mail: info@prasadi.edu.np
URL: www.prasadi.edu.np

Seventeen years of glory has elapsed since the establishment of
Prasadi Academy and it has become able to make the trademark
of excellence in education. The incessant effort of teachers and
staff has driven this institution to achieve its goal by inculcating
the  students, which is the demand and desire of parents, society
and nation. While meeting the degree of excellence different
hurdles are sure to occur but this year it occurred differently which
did not leave Prasadi alone. We happened to meet irreparable
loss of our student named Bikey Shrestha and some important
structures as well as documents. In very short period of we had to
recover the losses which were urgent. We did not lose our resilience
and got dedicated to our duty and responsibility of providing
students with quality education without any care and anxiety. To
boost the confidence of students and parents/guardians, we
constructed zero floor class rooms and commenced classes without
any delay.

Now, I am glad to come with the voices of students in the ‘Souvenir
2072’ by overcoming the nightmarish moments caused by the
natural calamity i.e. 25 April Earthquake. This souvenir has become
a platform which encompasses the literary as well as ingenious
creations. Students are the storehouse of knowledge and
imagination which are rarely emanated in academic performance
and remain silent. Which is why, this annually published souvenir
has helped students discern their potential.

We are here as Prasadian because of team work in which there’s
the pivotal support of parents/ guardians too. So I would like to
thank all who are the part and parcel of the success of Prasadi
Academy.

God Bless Prasadians!

Bikram Rai

Chief
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